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Abstract 

The objective of this thesis is to investigate the uses of computer aided learning (CAL) at the 

elementary level. Some recent publications on CAL are summarized and discussed. A 

questionnaire was used and inter,icws were conducted with elementary teachers in four 

chosen school districts in Vancouver and Toronto. From this field research, information was 

collected on te:ichers' perceptions on the use of CAL in the element:iry classroom. This d:i.ta 

is compared with observations presented in the relevant literature, and the comparison 

discussed within Robert Taylor's fr:imework of using the computer as tutor, tool, and tutee. 

Included are the results from the questionnaire. The thesis concludes with a discussion on the 

role of the teacher in the use of computers in the classroom, a flexible approach to adopting 

CAL, and possible areas for future research. 
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Chapter 1. 

Introduction 

Tbr microcomputer is fast becoming an indispensable tool in many sectors of 

society. If people arr to function to their full capacity m this computer age, it is 

incn' :!i in .:,;ly import :rnt to becornr computer literate. Joseph I. Lipson, of the DiYision 

of Science Educa1 ion Drvrlopmrnt and Resrarch from t hr National Science 

Foundatiou in \\'~shington, D.C., concluded his talk to the TLird Canadian 

Symposium on Instructional TecLnolo0~• in Hl80 saying, 

It ism~ b<'licf. my expec 1at.ion for the future that computer based education will be 
essrntb! tu the kind of le:nning we will need to understand our world _, to compete in 
the world we are moYing towards, to sun·ive and to sustain freedom (Lipson, p.450, 
1%0). 

But should computrr-based education begin at the elementary level? One 

computer-using t cacbrr has commented that the amount of computer experience an 

elementary student. obtains in the few years of schooling could be gained within 10 

hours of instruction w lten he enters high school. If this is indeed the case, it may be 

educationally more productive to concentrate the machines at the secondary schools. 

To do so, however, seems more like a temporary solution to the problem of 

insufficient hardware at secondary schools. In the long run, as the demand for 

computer courses in post-secondary institutions increases, the degree of difficulty of 

computer science courses at college will correspondingly escalate. To better prepare 

students for the competition, instructional computer uses and computer science 

courses at the high school level will become more popular. Similarly, elementary 



school s1 udrn1s who have bad more exposure to instructional computer uses will be.' 

at an adv ant age. Th('refor(', in an idfal situ at ion, expansion of computer uses at 

ekmentary scboob i" an ineYitabl(' trend. \Vhether this ideal case can in fact become 

reality is another question. In any case, the present study assumes increased use of 

computers to be educationally beneficial to elementary students. 

A precondition to implementing computer-based education 1s a sufficient 

number of computers. According to a survey done in 1984, there were a total of 

28,377 computers in all the provinces across Canada (see Table 1. 1 ). With the 

enrollment. of students estimated at 4,800,160, to achieve the situation of one 

computer for,every 10 students, 451,639 more computers would be needed. This was 

estimated to cost about. $1 billion (Allan, p.19, 1984b). 

Province 
Number Number Percent 
in 1984 in1983 Increase 

Ont. 9000 8000 12.5 
Alb. 6000 3535 70 
B.C.a 5317 2889 83.4 
Sask. 2000 1500 33 
Man. 1610b 1610 -
Que. 1500 800 86 
N.B. 1250 1000 25 
N.S. 1000 800 25 
Nfld. 500 200 150 
PEI 200 150 33 
Total 28,3i7 20,484 39 

Table 1.1 Numbers of Computers in Canadian Provinces . 

'The numbers for B.C. have been taken rrorn Flodin's survey (Flodin, p.6-9, JQ84); the 

origin al numbers in Allan's survey a.re less: 2500 in 1Q83, 3800 in 1Q84, and with a 

percentage increase or 52 (Allan, p. 19, 1984b ). The totals are correspondingly adjusted. 
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bB:i.0 cd on a y e:ir old survey ; a new survey i::. currently being compiled and will not be 

a\'aib.LI ~ until well arter press time (Albn, p.19, 1984b). 

It is apparent t.hat the current instructional use or computers 1s far from 

optimum. To ask the question whether instructional computer use is effective at this 

stage is premature. Instead, this study attempts to shed light upon the current state 

of interactions among the teacher, students, and computers within the context or the 

classroom. It will address issues such as the amount or access students have on 

computers, and actual use of the software in the classroom. Different kinds of 

software will be discussed and evaluated. This understanding will hopefully help 

teachers improve upon instructional computer use in their classrooms. 

Chnpter t.wo introduces the terminology and reviews and summarizes some 

background literature. Chapter three 1s an analysis of the results from the 

questionnaire, which paints a sketch of the current state of computer use in the 

elementary classroom. Chapter four and five discuss computer-aided learning within 

the framework adYanced by Robert Taylor. Chapter four investigates using the 

computer as tutor while chapter five continues the inquiry and studies the function 

of the computer as tool and tutee. The last chapter consists of summary, 

recommendations and conclusions. 
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Chapter 2. 

Terminology and Background Literature 

2.1 Terminology and Classifications 

The roles that computers can play in education fall into two main categories, 

computer-assisted learning and computer-managed instruction. 

Com put er-assisted learning (CAL) includes all of the instructional uses of 

computers, from teaching computer science to Canadian history, from studying the 

anatomy of a frog to t.yping essays. 

Computer-managed instruction ( CMI) is the administrative uses of computers. 

CMI t.heref ore refers to all the varied uses of computers which indirectly contribute 

t,o the educational process, such as maintaining student records or monitoring their 

achievements. 

This study concentrates only on CAL. CAL includes both learning through 

computers and learning with computers. The former usage is termed computer

assisted instruction ( CAI), which has meant "the presentation of lesson material and 

questions on that material through a computer terminal ( or more recently a 

microcomputer), with the student responding to the computer as the questions are 

presented" (Ragsdale, p.22, 1982). 

Different schemes exist to classify the various types of CAL. This study adopts 

a functional scheme. Robert P. Taylor suggests all instructional uses of computers 

fall under three modes: tutor, tool, and tutee (Taylor,1980). 
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As tutor, the computer is made to fit into the educational paradigm. The 

stuclC'nt is ''taught knowledge" by the computer (Fogel, 1983). As a tool, the 

computer assists the student in the learning process but does not direct his efforts. 

A ready example is to use the computer as a word processor. As a tutee, the student 

"teaches'' the computer. For example, he programs the computer to draw a house. 

To do so, he must himself understand how to draw a house. According to this 

scheme then, learning through computers is miing the computer in the tutor mode, 

and learning with computers is using the computer in either the tool or tutee mode. 

Before turning to a discussion of uses of the computer in the classroom, we shall 

first review some of the terms used in this study (Fogel, 1983). 

(1) Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) - The computer takes over some or all of 

the instruction of the student. Programs range from simple drill and practice 

exercises, to simulation and tutorial programs which can respond in different 

ways to student input. 

(2) Computer Literacy - Preparing students for the use of computers in society, and 

discussing their social impact. 

(3) Computer Science Instruction - Teaching of programming, systems architecture, 

design, and applications etc. 

CAI can be further subdivided into the following types of software: 

[1) Drill-and-practice - This program usually involves a linear presentation of 

lessons or exercises which varies slightly if at all for individual students. 

Questions might be selected in random order, for example. Typically, no new 

material is covered in drill and practice; that is left to the teacher. The 
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computer simply provides practice and drills on a topic, and students obtain 

immediate feedback on their performance. 

[2] Tutorial - Lessons are presented to the student in the form of text and 

questions. The student can switch to another part of the program or to a 

review section, depending on his progress. New materials are presented in the 

program in a fixed, though flexible, format. 

[3] Simulation - The program is designed to model complex systems which cannot 

be brought into the classroom. Through text, graphics and questions, students 

gain some "pseudo-experience" in the microworld under investigation, which 

may be a river ecology, an airplane control system, or the anatomy of a frog. 

Simulation is more flexible than a tutorial for it must be able to respond to a 

broad range of student input. 

The three kinds of CAI software will be discussed further m chapter four. 

First, we will begin with a reYiew of some of the relevant literature. 

2.2 Background Literature 

This study focuses on current implementations of computer-based education in 

the elementary classroom. The need for such an investigation has been suggested by 

several studies done in Canada, which include one conducted by the Ontario 

Ministry of Education and two in British Columbia. This chapter reviews these 

studies, and also summarizes findings from two studies done in the United States, 

which provide interesting points of reference and contrast to the Canadian inquiries. 

I 
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2.2.1 A Rand Note 

Richard J. Shavelson et al. 's penetrating study, "Successful Teachers' Patterns 

of Micro Comput.er-Based Mathematics and Science Instruction" (1984), isolates 

three factors which arc deemed to be mainly responsible for limiting the potential 

contribution of computers to education. First, the unavailability of hardware; 

second, a lack of knowledge about instructional uses of computers; and third, a 

shortage of high-quality instructional software (or courseware) to accompany local 

curricula. Their study at.tempts to close the knowledge gap in the field by 

addressiug the second and third factors. 

A b:isic prrrnise upon which Shavelson et al. haYe based their study is "that 

computC'r use fits withi11 teachers' ongoing planning and decision making process" 

(Shavelso11 et al., p.24, 198-t). Based on this assumption, Shavelson et al. have 

invest.igat ed met hods whereby successful computer-using teachers in California 

implement the technology in their classrooms. The methods fall into four clusters: 

orchestration, et1richrnent, adjunct-instruction, and drill and practice. The 

characteristics of these successful teachers and of the district, school and classroom 

contexts in which they work are described. 

Through this investigation, Shavelson et al. have gathered these exemplary 

teachers' recommendations about staff development and courseware design, which 

are compared and juxtaposed with the theories and suggestions found in current 

literature. Moreover, many instructional decisions and practices of the teachers are 

summari1,cd. These serve as valuable points of reference for the present study. 
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The assumption that computers fit into teachers' ongomg planning and 

decision-making process docs not coincide with many teachers' actual expcrienc('s . In 

fact, lack of integration of computer technology into the curriculum has been 

suggested as the most critical obstacle to the further expansion of educational 

tcchnolog)· in schools. As the study by the Bank Street College of Education 

indicates, teachers often find integration of computers into their classrooms to be a 

major problem. 

2.2.2 Study by Bank Street College o( Education 

Entitled "Study of Issues Related to Implementation of Computer Technology In 

Schools" (Sheingold et al., 1981), this exploratory study inYestigates computer 

instruction at. schools in three locations: a large southern city, a midwestern urban 

school district , and a small suburban community in the northeast of the l'.nited 

States . The inquiry adopts a case-study approach. At each site , interviews have 

been conducted at four levels: the community level, the school administrative level_. 

the claHroom let'el. and at the indit1idual teacher and atudent level. 

From t.he interviews. a num her of issues are identified as the most pressing 

questions if computer instruct.ion at that location is to be improved. Finally. six 

cross-site questions emerge as pertinent research issues. They are briefly discussed 

below . 

1. The different.ial access to microcomputers 
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Differential access to microcomputers has been observed among students of 

different a bi lit ies. At some elementary schools, low ability students have access to 

the machines for extra drill and practice. Consequently, a stigma is attached to 

using the marhines and one teacher has "refused to have any in his classroom as a 

result" (Sheingold et al., p.101, 1981). 

Sex differences also account for differential access to computers. Starting at 

grade seven, there is much greater male representation among students who use 

microcomputers (Sheingold et al., p.101, 1981 ). 

2. The emergence of new roles in response to microcomputers 

Two new roles in addition to the traditional models of the wise teacher and 

respectful student have been observed to emerge: teacher bufftJ and tJtudent experttJ. 

Teacher buffs are defined as those "who are not only interested in and knowledgeable 

about microcomputers, but play a central role in spreading the innovation" 

(Sheingold, p.102, 1981 ). The study suggests these teacher buffs constitute a 

necessary component of any innovation and that they should become 

institutionalized . Usually, they are removed from the schools and become 

consultants at the local school boards. 

Student experts introduce some changes into the traditional hierarchical 

relationship between the teacher and students in a classroom. They instruct their 

teachers and fellow classmates about computers. The study also suggests student 

experts may make demands upon the school system for curriculum changes ·which 

,rnuld arcommodate their high interests in the new technology. However, such a 

dewlopment seems unlikely . A more modest demand by students which the present 
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investigation has revealed is that made on the teacher rather than o!l the system. 

Teachers reported students embarrassed them into learning more about the 

computer when the latter repeatedly asked questions the teachers could not answer. 

3. The lack of integration in elementary classrooms and curriculum 

The study acknowledges the relationship of the microcomputer to the 

curriculum to be one of the most complex issues but it fails to conclusively analyze 

this question. Instead, it suggests viewing this issue in a different perspective. In 

schools where computers are not physically inside the classroom, the work students 

do on the computers may share the same objectives of that which they do in the 

class. The quest ion then remains whether children can relat.e their work on the 

computers to that done in the classrooms. In other words, is there any transfer of 

knowledge acquired from one medium to another (Sheingold, p.104, 1981)? 

Integration of romputers into the curriculum is interpreted to mean conceptual and 

cognitin· int<.>gration by studrnts. 

The study explains tLt• emphasis on the integration of computers into the 

curriculum as ha Ying "st rm med from our assumption that such integration was a 

measure of the impact of the microcomputer" (Sheingold, p.105, Hl81). Impact of 

microcomputers is difficult to quantify. This focus on integration can perhaps be 

better explained by acknowledging the fact that it is only when teachers see 

microcomputers as an integral part of curricula and classrooms would they readily 

adopt the new technology. So w bile this study is right in pinpointing integration as 

the most complex issue, the rationale given for its significance is debatable. 
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The extent of integration at present is at best limited. It is observed that "the 

site in which microcomputers were in elementary classrooms is also where there were 

buffs," and that "such integration is likely to take place only if classroom teachers 

actively work towards it" (Sheingold, p.104, 1981 ). 

\Vhile the curriculum remains unaltered with the advent of microcomputers, 

what is observed to have changed 1s the organization within classrooms: "many 

teachers indicated that classroom use of microcomputers resulted in a more 

individualized relat,ionship between teacher and student, and less whole group 

teaching" (Sheingold, p.105, 1981). 

These findiugs serve as interesting points of reference for the present inquiry. 

4. lnadequat e quantity and quality of software 

The study lists three factors as contributing to wider usage of software by 

tracbrrs: acrompanying instructions for software, comprehensive whole units of 

software. and tracber< input into the design of software. Then it suggests resParch 

needs to br done on how ideas ran be realized in the software medium, and how 

<lifJrren1 t ~-prs of ~oft" are rnrPt different educ at ion al goals and purposC's and relatP 

to different outcomes (ShC'ingold, p.107, 1981). 

5. The inadequate preparation of teachers for using microcomputers 

Despite the availability of inservice courses, opportunities to study at nearby 

colleges and universities, and helpful teachers or resource personnel, teachers still feel 

inadequately prepared to use microcomputers in classrooms. Their request, however, 

is not for more courses or insen-ice-training, but "more time to use the machines, to 
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review available software and plan for its use in the classroom" (Sheingold, p.107, 

1981). Furthermore, teachers also need time to obserye how their students interact 

with computers so they could access how the machines could be used. In other 

words, teachers want time to acquire the experience of actually using the machines 

with their students. Time is the critical factor. 

The study suggests a flexible approach of matching the level of training with 

tl'achers' expertise and interest. To implement this kind of individualized training, 

the availability of a teacher buff at each school is indispensable. Lastly, it suggests 

that. principals should accommodate teachers' needs to learn about computers . 

The suggestions are no doubt a reflection of teachers' collective opinions, and 

can bC' comp:1rc-d to the- rerornmrndations ma<le by teachers in California (Shavebon 

et ,tl., 198-1). 

6. L;ick of kno,vkdge of effects and outcomes 

Tenrh<'I'.'- bnY<' rommC'11tc-d on the social outcomes of students' interactions with 

computers in t('rDI" of self-c-stc-eru and social status but no one has made any 

conclusive comment about academic effecfrveness. Both academic and social 

effectiveness are areas that deserve further study. 

The inquiry points to the presence of an implicit assumption among teachers 

that "were one to measure outcomes, they would be positive" (Sheingold et al., 

p.109, H>81 ). Needless to say, such outcomes are difficult to measure. Furthermore, 

the important question at this stage is not whether the outcomes are positive for 

"microcomputers per se will not promote particular outcomes". The more important 

question is how can instruction be improved with use of computers. As the study 



concludes, 

Thtir irnp::i.rt will depC'nd not only on hardware and software, but on how they are 
used al!d un the edurational context within which they are embedded (Sheingold et 
al., p.102 , 1981). 
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It is not a matter of outcomes, but methodology. The need for further research 

on the met.hods of instructional computer use is again substantiated by studies done 

in Ontario and British Columbia. 

2.2.3. Study by the Ontario Ministry of Education 

In 19~:?. the :diuistrJ of Education in Ontario conducted a study on "the 

Impart of \licroromputns in Ekm('ntary Ecluration" (Lart.er et al., 1983). The 

stucly :-iims to "contribute to an undl.'rstanding of the impact that computers are 

ha, in 6 011 rduc~it ion in order to explain, predict, and control this impact" (Larter & 

Fitzrrc1lcl. p.l. Hl83). Qu('stionnaires were sent to principals of 118 elementary 

schools in Srptcrn brr of Hl~2. aud interviews were conducted with administrative 

personnC'I. trachrrs, and principals of the schools. 

The surYry rrsults establish a rough outline of the state of instructional 

computer use m Toronto. 115 schools responded to the questionnaire; altogether 

they had 308 machines, with more than half posscssmg only one or two. Three 

quarters of the schools obtained their first machines in 1981 or 1982 and they were 

mostly Commodore1 products (Larter et al., p.5, Hl83). 33% of the machines were 

located in one classroom, 19% at a central site from which they were moved to 

different classrooms and 13% in a laborat.ory. The predominant use of computers in 
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Ontario srbools was for programming, as 37% of the respondents listed this as the 

first usage. 31 c-;. used it for remedial work, 28% for drill and practice, 25% for 

games. and 2-t'; for enrichmen1.2 From the list of usages, it can be seen that the 

computer has not been integrated into the curriculum; instead, it is used as "an end 

in itself or as an aid for teachers. who may use it to provide remediation or drill but 

who themselws undertake the main work of teaching" (Larter et al., p.15, 1983). 

Computers are mostly under the control of individual classroom teachers. 

Instead of adopting a case study approach, the Ontario study attempts t.o 

classify the implementation of microcomput.ers in education in elementary schools 

into 4 types of preparedness contexts. These contexts are established as a means to 

relate variables such as staffs', students', and parents' proficiencies with computers; 

or .. as Lart er and Fitzgerald put it, "as hypotheses about the relationships between 

Yariables that might explain the introduction of microcomputer in Ontario schools" 

(Larter et. al., p.100, 1983). While these contexts seem arbitrary, the information 

presented within them is valuable. 

The study adopts a sociological approach and discusses student interactions and 

socializations, new emerging roles for student experts, and changing relationships 

between teachers and students. Its emphasis on students is indicated in its discourse 

on topics such as the types of students most suited to using computers, their age 

range, and v.· hether they should work in pairs or alone. Furthermore, it discusses 

how computers can be effectively used as a motivator and in developing hand-eye 

coordination, discipline, thinking speed, problem solving skills, visual memory, etc. 

1commodore i~ a. tra.dema.rlc of Commodore Bu!ine!! Machin~ Limited. 

~be tota.l percentage exceeds a. hundred, indica.ting severa.1 usa.ges a.re employed a.t a. school. 



All t brse obscn.it ion-; scrYc as valuable points of comparison for the present study. 

Sirnibr to thr P.and T\otr and the study by the Dank Street College of 

Education, the Ontario study arknowledges existing problems in the field to be the 

lark of trained teachers, the lack of quality software, and insufficient hardware. 

\\·'bile listing sources of support available to Ontario teachers in their implementation 

of computers in classrooms, it also reflects the teachers' request to the Toronto Board 

of Educ at ion for inrreased guidance and support. 

In its conclusion, the study suggests issues for future research to include: 

evaluation of effectiveness of different types of educational software, ways to improve 

integration of computers into the curriculum, how different types of pupils benefit 

from use of computers, and a clarification of the motivational property of computers 

for an exposition of the "attraction of the microcomputer for different types of 

students would be helpful in the design of software" (Larter & Fitzgerald, p.101, 

1983). 

2.2.4 British Columbia Studies 

In the years 1983 and 1984, two inquiries were made into the state of 

instructional computer use in the public school system of British Columbia. Both 

studies involved a survey of computer use on the district level. Questionnaires were 

distributed to district personnel and the ·results tabulated. 

2.2.4.1. Study by Education Department of Simon Fraser University 
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This 199-3 stncly proYides a "snapshot'' of computer use in education. 74 of the 

75 districts in the province responded. According to this survey, British Columbia 

bad a total of 2889 computers, including those in both secondary and elementary 

schools. 6G% of the computers were Apple II's.3 Of the 948 elementary schools, 489 

had no computers, 340 had one, 117 had between 2 and 5, and 2 had more than 6. 

Not surprisingly, the average ratio of students to a computer was well over 100. 

Given the dearth of machines, it is understandable that the principal usage has 

been for computer literacy. The results indeed confirm that about 44% of the 

respondents have used computers for introducing computer literacy, about 20% have 

US<'d them for compensatory-remedial activities, about 18% for basic academic skills, 

and about 12~· for enrichment (Jones et al., p.18, 1983). The main curriculum areas 

in which computers have been used are mathematics and computer litera~y. 

The study is valuable as the first province-wide inquiry into the extent to which 

computers have infiltrated, or not infiltrated, the British Columbia public school 

system. Furthermore, it suggests actual implementation of computers in the 

classroom and benefits students derive from this use to be fruitful areas of research 

(Jones et al., p.15, 1983). 

2.2.4.2. Study by British Columbia Teachers' Federation in 1984 

This inquiry provides a more complete and current picture of computer uses in 

public schools. Compared to 1983, the number of computers has increased to 5317, 

and the ratio of students per computer has dropped to 76.0 to 1. Both figures attest 

to quite a substantial increase in hardware in the province (Flodin, p.9, 1984). 

3Apple II is a. tra.dema.rl.: of Apple Computer, Inc 
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This study makes a more thorough investigation into the scope and form of 

inservire proYided by the districts. It also gives a macro view of microcomputer use 

in the districts in terms of teachers' familiarity with the machines, curriculum areas 

in which computer applications have been adopted, and common usages of the 

machines. 

1983 1984 

Number of computers a 2889 5317 

Ratio of students per 436.4 76.0 
computer 

Areas most used in computer literacy, computer literacy, 
elementary schools remediation, remediation, 

basic skills, instructional 
supplement, 

enrichment enrichment 

Curricular areas most language arts & language arts & 
used in elementary mathematics mathematics 
schools 

Table 2.1 Growth in Computer Usage in B.C. Schools. 

•District totals include both secondary and elementary schools (Flodin, p.6-9, 1984). Ratio or 

students per computer are calculated with these numbers. 

From Table 2.1, it can be seen that aside from the increase in hardware, the 

usage of computers in schools has remained basically unchanged. Computer literacy 

has continued to be the predominant mode of use, which indicates instructional 

computer use in British Columbia to be still in its infancy. 

In contrast to the three factors limiting the growth of instructional computer 

uses suggested in the Rand Note (Shavelson et al., 1984), this study reports that 

teachers have pinpointed the three most vital issues facing educational computer uses 
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to be: first, the need to int<'grate computers into the curriculum; second, the need for 

provincial guidance on computer uses and related questions; and third, the necessity 

to correct the current undersupply of machines (Flodin, p.34, 1984). 

Similar to the 1983 study, this inquiry acknowledges the urgent need for teacher 

inservice training. It further suggests that implementation of computer instruction 

within the contexts of the school and the classroom to be fruitful areas of research: 

no information exists on how easy it is for a student to gain access to a computer. 

Similarly, lit.tie information exists on the uses students are making of computers. 

There needs to be, as well, more careful and thorough evaluation of computer 

activities in schools. \Vhich kind is most beneficial! Finally, a great deal of work 

and study must be done to determine how computer usages can be expanded into 

curriculum areas relatively untouched today, such as fine arts, social studies, physical 

education, etc (Flodin, p.36, 1984 ). 

2.3 Conclusions 

The five studies examined in this chapter have suggested many areas of 

research: student access to computers, social roles that have emerged consequent to 

computer introduction, possibilities of integrating computer technology into the 

curriculum, quantity and quality of software, effects of different CAL software, sex 

differences in computer use, methods of implementing computer-based education, etc. 

Not all areas will be discussed here. 

The present study first attempts to understand current computer usage in the 

elementary classroom. v\!ithin this context, it investigates such issues as student 
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a<'<'<'~s to c-omputers, software employed, l!'ltudents' intC'rac-tions 'With computers, and 

dTcrt s of cli(frrcnt kind~ of CAL :,oft'Ware. A more in depth disru~11ion and 

evaluation or t lie softw arc ll'ill sugg<'st ways to improve integration of c-omput.cr 

inst.ruc-t.ion into the curriculum. 
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·Chapter 3. 

Computer Use in the Elementary Classroom 

3.1. Introduction 

In order to investigate current computer uses m the elementary classroom, a 

questionnaire was used and interviews conducted to gather information on teachers· 

perceptions of the present state of computer usage at schools. Letters seeking 

pC'rru1ss1ons to conduct rrsearch were mailed out in June of 1984 to different school 

districts in British Columbia and Ontario. Vancouver and its vicinities were chosen 

because the researcher was a student at the University of British Columbia, 

completing this research for a thesis in partial fulfillment of the requirements for a 

master's degree in Computer Science. An understanding of computer usage m 

schools in Toronto sen-es as interesting contrast smce the computer industry m 

Ontario is much more advanced than that in British Columbia. 

Four school districts: \Vest Vancouver, North Vancouver, Burnaby in British 

Columbia, and Scarborough in Ontario granted permissions in time for the researcher 

to complete her interviews and survey by March of 1985. Thus, the criteria for 

district selection were primarily convenience and board permission. 

3.2. Method of Research 

The researcher established initial contact with each district board through its 

resident computer consultant . After gaining a general understanding of computer 
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usage 1n schools in that di~trict, the researcher then obtained a list of computer 

contact person~ at individual schools. A contact or resource person 1s a more 

experienced practitioner of computer instruction who serves as the liaison person 

bet ween a school and its district board. Except for Burnaby where schools were 

selected upon recommendation of the district consultant, random samples of schools 

were chosen from the lists obtained. Interviews with the computer contact person at 

the schools were arranged over the telephone. Each interview lasted about an hour, 

after which the researrher left the interviewee with a questionnaire . The 

questionnaire was either pirked up by or mailed back to the researcher. 

A sampling of non-computer contact persons were also chosen m North 

Vancouver. Initially, they were chosen to provide contrasting viewpoints to those 

offered by the contact persons. Aft.er interviewing 7 to 8 non-contact persons, 

however. the researcher discovered their viewpoints to range from outright disgust 

with the ''non-humanitarian'' computer to an eager interest in this new technology, 

which they felt would demand too much of their time should they attempt to learn 

it. Som e of these interviewed non-contact persons completed questionnaires also . 

Hence the results from the questionnaires represent diverse opinions, from teachers 

who have never used the computer in their lessons to district consultants who train 

instructors to use computers in classrooms. In view of the fact that mostly computer 

contact persons responded on the questionnaire, the results represent the opinions 

not of the average elementary school teacher, but of teachers in favor and capable of 

using computers in their teaching. Furthermore, since the Burnaby schools were 

chosen because of their relatively higher usage of computers, the results are biased 

towards schools more advanced in computer uses than the average. 
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3.3. Summary of Results from Questionniares 

A total of 5(j questionnaires were returned from the four districts. Since 

1 cadJers were explicitly informed they had t Le right to refuse to answer any 

quest.ion, not all quest ion~ were answered h)· everyone. 

Results from the survey pertaining to some issues are present.ed below. 

Availabilities of hardware and soft.ware and competent staff are prerequisites to 

introducing comput.er instruction. Hence, results elicit.ed from questions addressing 

these t,opics are discussed first. Since st.udent access t.o computers is an issue that 

awaits research, results on tLis topic will be presented. Then, teachers' perceptions 

on various aspects of students' interaction with computers will follow. Results from 

questions on specific effects of CAL will be discussed in the next chapter. 

3.3.1. Availability of Hardware and Software at Schools 

85% of the schools (56 out of 66) had t.heir first computers in the years between 

1981 and 1984; in most instances, teachers initiated computer instruction at their 

schools (Questions 11.1, VI.4 in Appendix A). 

Years # of schools % of schools 

71-75 1 1.5 
76-80 8 12 
81-84 56 85 

No answer ] 1.5 

Tot.al 66 

Tablc- 3.1. Year of Computer Introduction . 
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Initiated by # of schools % of schools 
Teachers 26 39 
School authorities 14 21 
Both teachers & 

21 32 
school authorities 

Parent groups 2 3 
No answer 3 5 

Total 66 

Table 3.2. Initiation of Computer Instruction. 

\Vhen asked if the introduction of computers into the schools was welcomed by 

teachers, students, parents, and school authorities, the response was overwhelmingly 

positive for the latter 3 categories. Some reservation can be detected among the 

tear hers when 7 out of the 66 respondents indicated only "some" teachers welcomed 

the computer and 2 replied negatively. One teacher commented "20% don't 

welcome" and another,"2 to 1 yes" (Question V.2). 

Of the 58 schools which replied to the question on the number of 

mirroromput.ers available in their schools, 15 schools have 5 microcomputers, 13 have 

4, 9 have 2, and i have 3. A table showing the distribution of hardware follows 

(Question 11.2 ). 
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# of micros # of schools % of schools 
1 4 6.90 
2 9 15.52 
3 7 12.07 
4 13 22.41 
5 15 25.86 
6 2 3.45 
7 0 0.00 
8 1 1.72 
9 0 0.00 

10 1 1.72 
11 0 0.00 
12 0 0.00 
13 2 3.45 
14 0 0.00 
15 0 0.00 
16 3 5.17 
17 0 0.00 
18 0 0.00 
Jg 0 0.00 
20 1 1.72 

Total 58 

Tahir 3.3. Distribution of Computers . 

A1 the school with 20 rnmputers, 15 are VIC 20's1, and 5 Commodore u4's . Most 

schools have either Commodore 6-fs or Apple II's; some have both . The next most. 

popular computers are Apple Compatibles and PET 's2, and 2 schools have over 10 

VIC 20's. 

The choice of hardware used at the schools was primarily made by the district 

boards. In some districts, the board either gave out a first microcomputer to each 

school or distributed a sum of "seed-money" to encourage them to buy a first 

computer . Machines were then bought with funds raised by the schools. Board 

1VIC 20 is a. t-ra.dema.rk of Commodore Busine,s Ma.chines Ltd , 

2PET is also a trademark of Commodore Business Ma.chines Ltd 



derisions on machines depended on a number of factors. The prices of the machines 

must be reasonable enough to enable wider accessibility to students. Durability and 

capability of the machines to run appropriate software and low maintenance 

overhead were considered. In the long run, future expandability of the computers, 

and future availability of good software for the machines were also factors deserving 

attention ( Question II.9). 

The choice of software 1s more flexible. In British Columbia, the Provincial 

Educational Media Centre (PEMC) distributed software evaluations on a regular 

basis. In addition, district boards also supply lists of suggested software, which have 

heen compiled by teachers and board consultants after software previews. Guided 

by the lists, the teachers ran then select software based on a number of criteria. 

Some criteria reported on the questionnaire are listed as follows: 

- curriculum as basic criteria for software selection; for example, in North 

,. anrnunr, software is developed to suit the needs oft be District 44 \,\'riting 

Program; similarly, in Scarborough, software is being developed to meet 

curriculum n<'eds in different areas; 

- cost, usefulness at many grade levels; one teacher commented that a 

simulation program was deemed overly expensive and given up for a simple 

drill in game format program despite the fact that students were more 

interested in simulation programs; 

- appropriateness of instructional level; 

- adapt ability of program to individual needs: 
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- sensible use of graphics; 

- ease of use by students as only small groups can use a machine at a time and 

there is no group teaching available; 

- ability to challenge and stimulate students and to develop thinking skills, 

e.g. logical programs like Moptown, Snooper Trooper; 

- individual student 1s needs for drill and practice; 

- computer as a tool software, e.g., word processing and spreadsheet software; 

The most widely-used software is LOGO; 53 out of the 63 respondents cited 

this as the main piece of software used. Its use ranges from kindergarten to grade 7, 

with the primary grades adopting the simplified version, E-Z LOGO, and the higher 

grades, LOGO. The next most widely-used piece of software is Bank Street VVriter; 

it is used in about half of the schools visited. \Vhile most schools use it in grades 4 

to 7, it is also used in several schools in the lower grades. Other software which 

enjo~· on-r IO~. usage are shown in the follo,ving table -(Question Il.3). 
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Software 
# of schools 

% of schools 
(outof63) 

LOGO 53 84 
Bank St. Writer 32 51 
Milliken Math. 23 37 
Moptown 21 33 
MECC Lang.Arts 19 30 
Houghton Mifflin 25 40 
Koalo Pad 17 27 
Rocky's Boots 14 22 
Fay That Math. Woman 13 21 
Factory 11 17 
Kidwritcr 10 16 
Mast.ert.ype g 14 
i\1AC 4,5.6 7 11 

Table 3.4. Software Vsage. 

3.3.2. Background of Interviewed Teachers and Their Perceptions 

The majority of t.hc teachers interviewed have taught for over 16 years. Of the 

6G teachers who returned the questionnaire, except for one who has taught only one 

to tliree ye,m,. all the rest have t~ught for over 4 years. Their majors in college were 

prt'dominantly in the arts (Questions 1.1, T.2). 

Ye;irs taught # of t C'ac h<'rs ~7- of tearhcrs 

1-- 3 1 2 
4- 6 g 14 
7- fl 7 11 

10-12 10 15 
1,3-15 14 21 
16 or more 25 38 

Total 66 

Table 3 .5. Teachers' Years of Experience. 
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r-.tajor # of tcac hers 
Rounded 

% of teachers 

Arts 50 75.8 
Scicnre 11 16.7 
Reading Education 1 1.5 
Edu cat ion 1 1.5 
Library 1 1.5 
Comm unity school coordinator 1 1.5 
No answer I 1.5 

Total 80 

Table 3.8. Teachers' Academic Background. 

The teachers' academic backgrounds may well explain the result on another 

question. \Vhen asked if the teachers develop any of their own software, of the 80 

respondents, 53 replied negatively and 7 affirmatively ( Question II.5 ). 

Teachers' perceptions concerning external support are reflected m their 

unanunous agreement. on the need for greater government funding and great.er cer 

operation among schools or school boards. The latter opinion was expressed despite 

their awareness that some inter-school or inter-school board communication on the 

selection of CAL software already existed (Questions VI.2, VI.3, II.15). 

Yes No Some 
Don't No 
know answer 

Increased government funding 
55 1 0 5 5 

necessary 

Is there inter-school or inter-school 
board communication on the 45 9 i ') 3 ,. 

selection of CAL software~ 

Need for greater co-operation among 
43 5 0 13 5 

different schools or school boards. 

Table 3.7. External Support For Schools. 
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Teachers were m general not familiar with the hardware used. 20 out of 66 

respondents did not know how to respond to the question on the machines preferred 

in implementing computer instruction. 28 favored microcomputers and 12 would like 

to have access to a computer network (Question Vl.l). When asked if there are 

remote connections of computer systems to those elsewhere, only one reported a 

modem was used (Question 11.7). 

Remote connection of 
Number 

Rounded 
computer system s. % 

Yes 5 8 
No 47 71 
Don't know 6 g 

:t\1odem used 1 2 
No answer 7 11 

Total 66 

Table 3.8. Hardware Characteristic . 

Tear hers value com put er instruct ion for different reasons. The most 

predominant objectives tear hers attempt to achieve with it are indiYidualized 

instruct ion. com put er literacy, and improving teaching effectiYeness ( Question II .8). 

Their preference on a checklist of objectives arc tabulated as follows: 
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Teachers' objectives # of teachrr~ 

Individualized instruction 40 
Computer literacy 33 
Im proving teaching effectiveness 30 
Mastery of learning 25 
\Vord processing 23 
'\Vork on computer as reward 11 
Just to occupy the students 7 
Reinforce drills (esp. in math.) 1 
Alternative for problem students 1 

Table 3.9. Teachers' Objectives in Computer Instruction. 

The subjects in which computer instruction is most widely used are language 

arts and mathematics. Since computers may be simultaneously employed in several 

subjects, considerable overlap in the number of teachers who adopted them in each 

subject can Le expected (Question II.IO). 

Subjects 
# of teachers 
who use CAL 

1. Lang. arts 52 
2. Mathematics 52 
3. Computer studies 16 
4. Social studies 15 
5. Special ed./learning ass. 14 
6. French 10 
7. General science 9 
8. Typing 8 
9. Logic 2 
10. Biology 2 
11. Creative problem solving 1 
12.N/A 1 
13. (1 to 7) 1 

Table 3.10. Subjects In Which CAL Is Used. 
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3.3.3. Student Access to Computers 

The questionnaire result.s proYide some basis to conclude t-hat student access to 

the computer is at present far from adequate. 

VVhen asked the number of hours per week the a11erage student spends in front 

of the terminal, 33 out of 59 respondents indicated 1 to 3 hours per week while 19 

replied O to 1 hour (Question IV .2 ). A break down of the results are shown as 

follows: 

# of hours per wk # of teachers 
Rounded% of 

teachers 

0-1 19 32 
1-3 33 56 
4-6 4 7 
7-9 0 0 
10-12 1 2 
13 or more 0 0 
N/A 1 2 
No answer 1 2 
Total 59 

Table 3.1 I. Computer Access for Students. 

Two factors must be borne in mind when interpreting these numbers. First, in 

answering this quest.ion, the teachers might be considering not the average individual 

student, but rather, an entire class of students. Hence, 1 to 3 hours per week of 

computer time are shared among 25 to 30 students. Teachers 1 tendency to respond 

on computer time for the whole class rather than individual student is documented 

in three cases when the respondents included the comments: 

1 to 3 hours, during mathematics or language arts time, I will set up the 

computer with suitable disc and let the children work on it on a rotating 
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basis during the regular assignment work time; 

25 - 30 students on 3 computers, 0 to 1 hour per week; 

28 students share one computer, 6 hours per week. 

Secondly, the computers may be available for only a few weeks and not 

throughout the whole year. Some respondents included comments as follows: 

1 - 3 hours, not every week though, maybe 3 times per year; 

1 - 3 hours, in 3 weeks block, 2 times per year; 

ear h student has 20 minutes every other day to work on selected 

mathematics and language arts programs, drills related to curriculum; 3 

months use for 28 students; 

in 1983 to 1984, we rotated the two PET's and one COMMODORE 64 

around the rooms 2 to 4 weeks at a time, lessening interest through the year 

in drill and practice. 

Not all respondents took the time to explain their answers. While it is difficult 

to conclusively determine students' precise access to the computers, it would be safe 

to assume that in the most optimistic scenario, the average student can expect to 

work on the terminal for at most half an hour per week. 

This conjecture is substantiated by results on another question ( Question II .17). 

\\then asked how many hours per week they spend teaching with computer-aided 

instruct.ion, most teachers replied 1 to 3 hours. Again assuming a class of 30 

students, and an average of 5 computers in the classroom, in the optimal scenario, 

each student can expect to work on the computer for 30 minutes per week. 

I· 



# of hour~ teacher Rounded 
spend teaching # of teachers % of teachers 
with computrr 

Less t ban half 6 IO 
Half - I 8 13 
1-3 21 35 
4-6 8 13 
7-9 2 3 
10-12 10 17 
13-15 0 0 
t-,,f ore 3 5 
Varies 1 2 
N/A 1 2 
Total 60 

Table 3.12. Teachers' Time on the Computer. 

Another dimension to measurmg access 1s whether students all enjoy equal 

access to th<.> machin<.>s. In most schools , they do (Question IV.4). 

Access # of t,eachers % of teachers 

Equal access 48 77 
Not equal accesc; 14 23 
Total 02 

Table 3.13. Equality of Access for Students. 

From the comments teachers added on the questionnaire, it can be seen that 

they have developed a variety of strategies to give students greater access to the 

machines. On one end of the spectrum, some teachers try to give equal access to all 

students by rotation through a class. checklist. Midway on the spectrum, some 

teachers give both equal and unequal access. One teacher commented that in 

introducing new concepts on the computer, equal access was rendered to all; but in 

remediation, the teacher determined which student needed more time. Similarly, 
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another wrote , "equal access to a point; then when eYeryonc has had 2 to 3 turns 

that week and we haw some remaining time, those that ha.ve finished their work go 

in groups··. In a school which has a class of gifted students, the teacher interviewed 

indicated that equal access was allowed in the gifted class but not among the regular 

students. Another teacher employed a similar method: "with only five computers we 

expose as many students to t,he computer as is possible and then work with those 

who express interest" . 

On the other end of the spectrum, teachers give unequal access to the students. 

The main criteria for arress are academic need and availability of suitable software. 

Students in need of extra help or remediation, and students qualified for enrichment 

often enjoy greater arress. As one teacher said, "learning assistance and computer 

club students were giwn priority". 

In addition to class time, computer instructional facilities are readily available 

to students in only 12 out of 64 schools ( Question IV .7) . Among these, 2 teachers 

replied that the computers are iu the library the whole day: "before school, recess, all 

noon-hour, after school - all students have access to our library computers". In most 

cases, the computer is available with permission, which can mean student sign-up or 

teacher's permission. 
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Availability of # of teachers 
Rounded% of 

CAL facilities teachers 

Readily available 12 19 
Available with permission 40 63 
:Kot anilable 11 17 
N/A 1 1 
Total 64 

Table 3.14. Availability of CAL Facilities. 

3.3.4. Students and Computers 

Teachers ' perceptions on students' interaction with computers on a number of 

issues ·were. collected. On'r half of the teachers think that all students are suited to 

working with computer instruction (Question IV.6). The main difference among 

students of different ability levels lies in their interests in different kinds of software. 

One teacher in North Vancouver described it succinctly when she wrote,"LOGO 

appeals to creative, patient, high IQ students; average creativity, but "good" 

students like drill and practice; girls like word games, boys like more action to create 

own games". 

Another remarked that all students liked Bank Street Writer but only high and 

medium abilities students preferred LOGO. On drill and practice programs, brighter 

students are observed to obtain higher scores but tend to become bored easier. 

Medium ability students are not bored as quickly w bile low ability students are 

bored easily and constant change of programs 1s necessary to maintain their 

attention. 
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Students bet-t suited # of teachers 
to working with 

CAL 

All students 30 
Students of high abilities 8 
Students of medium abilities 9 
Students of low abilities 8 
Impatient students 2 
Patient students 8 
No answer 10 

' 
Table 3.15. Types of Student~ Suited to CAL. 

Some teachers identified a core group of students whose interests in the 

computer remain constant over time. They are often "B students in general" but 

are high arbicYers in mathematics and computer studies. On the whole, student 

interest in computers was perceived to decrease after the initial excitement subsided, 

but the resultant level of interest remained substantial and relatively constant. One 

teacher explicitly traced a "response graph" as follows: 

interest 

level 

Figure 3.1 . 

time since introduction 

Student Interest in Computers. 
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This description may well explain the results on questions on the impact of 

computer instruction over time (Questions IV.12, IV.13, IV.14). 

Yes No 
Don't 
know 

Is the impact of CAL greater at the 
beginning when students find it a 37 11 12 
novelty? 

Does interest wear off when they 
16 25 14 

become more familiar with it! 

Is their interest in CAL relatively 
37 9 15 

constant over time? 

Table 3.16. :'fovelty Effect of CAL. 

Slightly over half of the teachers are highly receptive to students' responses to 

the software and take their opinions as basis for future selection of software. Some 

opinions are solicited informally through observation (Question IV.8). 

Yes No No answer 
. 
Are studerit 
responses to 37 27 1 
CAL 
f-olicited? 

Are student 
opm1ons 
taken as basis 
for future 32 26 7 
selection of 
CAL 
software! 

Table 3.17. Student Responses. 

About 80% of the respondents believed that students should enjoy some degree 

of freedom in their learning (Question IV.17). 16% replied "don't know", and only 
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4C::C, answered negatively to the query if "freedom helps learning". Given this 

predominant perception that freedom is beneficial to the learning process, it is not 

surprising that teachers allow students freedom in their interactions with computers 

in terms of the pace of learning, problem to solve, and topics covered. Three 

teachers reported that students could choose their own software only during non

class times. One teacher admitted freedom was allowed within the scope of activity 

predetermined by the teacher for that particular segment of computer time: "(it) 

varies with use and purpose of computer time; some instruction and challenge, some 

free-choice and discovery (are) planned for each period". Another teacher reported 

that students had no choice for they used the computer exclusively for word 

processing: freedom was limited to their choice in the topic of composition. 

Freedom in # of teachers 
Pace of learning 43 
Problem to solve 18 
Topics covered 13 
None 1 
No answer or n/a 8 

Table 3.18. Freedom in Student Interaction with Computers. 

The majority of teachers perceived students' attention spans to have increased 

with use of the computer (Question IV.20). 
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Stucl Pn t-- att Pnt ion span # of t Pelc hers 'Jc of t Pac hcrs 

I ncrcasp 38 6" 0 

Same 3 5 
Dec rea.se 1 2 
Dou ' t know 18 30 

Table 3.19. Attenti:rn Span of Students. 

3.3.5. Difficulties Students Have With Computer Instruction 

lncomprrhPnsible instructions in the software constitute the most frequently 

encount ered probl em for students in the teachers' perception . Some also complained 

about the dat a being inappropriate for specific grade levels; and others about 

soft.ware being non-user-friendly (Question IV.15) . 

In response to the qu estion on whether modifications are made to the software 

to deal with the difficultie~, over GOS'r, of the teachers replied negatively (Question 

IV .16). 

Yes No 
Don' t 

N/ A know 

Are modifications made to the 
soft ware to deal with these 12 33 8 1 
difficulties: 

Table 3.20. Software Modifications. 

One teacher who replied affirmatively pointed out that data were "customized for 

individual grades" . Another wrote that "school board consultants have prepared 

simple programs for younger grades, to give a child more independence on the 

computer". The second biggest obstac:le for students is problem with hardware. 

Breakdowns, difficulties with loading and finding programs are some more specific 
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sturu bing blocks. 

The third problem cited is inadequate quality supervision specially for the lower 

grade stude11ts. A qualified teacher who is present to help students with what 

seemed to be insolvable problems is deemed indispensable. Such a person would also 

be able to give individualized instruction and "allow each child to progress at his or 

her own rate". One teacher described a common phenomenon in the classroom when 

he (she) wrote:"when problems arise a teacher is often busy with a lesson; parent 

volunteers are invaluable in this respect". 

Aside from reading and understanding instructions, students also have 

difficulties with typing, spelling the input correctly , and ceroperating m a team . 

Inadequate time for students to complete programs or foil ow up on previous program 

are also mentioned in the list of difficulties encountered. 

3.4 Conclusion 

SurYey results presented here provide a sketch of current computer use in the 

elementary classroom. The questionnaire also gathered information on teachers' 

perceptions on effectiveness of computer-aided learning. The next two chapters will 

juxtapose the interviewed teachers' quantitative as well as qualitative observations 

against relevant findings from the literature. 
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Chapter 4 

Computer-Aided Learning 

Computer As Tutor 

4.1 The Framework 

This and the following chapter discuss various kinds of CAL software within 

the framework advanced by Robert P.Taylor (Taylor, 1980). Taylor suggests that 

all applications of computing in education fall under three modes : the computer 

functions as a tutor,. tool> or tutee. Tayor then explains tLe three modes as follows: 

To fun cti on as a tut or in some subj er: t , the computer must be programmed by 
" expert. " in program mi ng and in th at subj ect. Th e student is then tutored by the 
comput rr ex<'c ut ing t be program(s). The compu ter presents some subjec t material , 
th e t.ud ent respond s. i.he com put.er evalu ate th e response, and , from th e results of 
the evalution , determines what to present next. 

To function as a tool, the classroom computer need only have some useful capability 
programmed into it such as statistica l analysis, super calculation, or word processing. 
Students can then use it to help tl, em in a variety of subjects. 

To use the computer as tutee is to tutor the computer; for that, the student or 
teacher doing the tutoring must learn to program , to talk to the computer in a 
language it understands. (Taylor, p.3 - 4, 1980). 

According to this framework , the tutor mode is exemplified by software that 

assists in the presentation of new materials such as CAI, which includes drill-and

practice , t.utorials , and simulations. When the computer serves as a facilitator to 

help one carry out a task, such as in executing a word processing or database 

program, the computer is a tool. Finally, it is used in the tutee mode when the 

student teaches the computer something, a good example of which is LOGO (Canale 



ct al.. p.3]. ] 9S3) . 

This rhapter presents a disrussio:1 of usmg 1he computer a$ a t,ut.or while 

chapter fiw will complete Taylor's orgau :7,ation and innstig-at.e~ ib use a$ 3 tool and 

as a tut-ee. Before embarking on a chc:us$ion of the differeut kinds of CAL software. 

we will first review the ext.ent to ~ liicb CAL software is adopt,ed in elemem ary 

srbools. 

4.2 CAL in Elementary Schools 

Drill-and-practice programs predominat.e as the maJor type of software adopted 

for classroom use . This observation is echoed in several studies conduct.ed Ill recent 

years. According to a survey conducted by Electronic Learning (October 1982), a 

wide gap exists between school and everyday uses of the computer, \Vhen 2000 

teachers and administrators were asked to list their favorite software, it is observed 

that , 

Of the 52 programs listed for use by students in mathematics , soc ial sLudics, and 
English, four were simulations, three were designed to Le ac h pro gramming aud tw o 
were aids for writing poems . The remaining 13 cou ld best be describ ed as drill- and 
pract.ice programs and games. In contrast, every program that respondents favored 
for their own profession:\) use w:t.,; a soft.ware utility or tool - word processor, 
database manag menl S_l' S(,cm, program editor, graphics editor, spread hect program, 
or file managem ent. 

Writing in April 1983, Kurland reaffirms the predominant use of CAI programs: 

th<' primary ust: of c0mpulers h:lS been to rrp licat.c what tl)3Chers h:n c bee n doing 
wi1h o(bcr techn() l0gies (<' .g. workbook s, dittos, Oa~ hcards) ... For the most par t , 
sc hools are usin g computers -- ofteo begrudgingly - ils aut.om3 l•d work.book s or , to a 
lesser extent, to teach intr(lou clory progr ::imm1ng (h'url:rn<l. p.::!, 198-1 ). 

An OISE suney of microcomputer software for language arts (Canale ct al., 

p.8, 1983) again substantiates the widespread use of drill-and-practice programs. 
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\\'bilE' recognizing word process1Dg as the best purpose the computer could serve in 

teac bing language arts, teachers surveyed still cited drills as the most frequently used 

type of software. Word processing software is the next most frequently employed in 

English schools; however, "even in many English schools word processing is not yet 

in use" (Canale et al., p.8, 1983). Out of 100 questionnaires returned from 79 boards 

in Ontario, it is reported that drills are often used in 32% of the English schools and 

in 47% of the French schools; while they are aometimea used in 46% of the English 

schools and in 33% of the French schook By contrast, software for composition is 

reported to be often used in only 27% of the English schools, and not at all in the 

French schools. The category of ~ometime usage is not reported for word processing 

software . 

In a report published in February of 1984, Pea similarly notes that "as much as 

95% of the microsoft.ware aYailable today is directive CAI courseware, supporting 

already existing curricula in schools, such as percentages, and integer arithmetic ID 

mathematics, Yocabulary, and sentence composition and decomposition drills ID 

language arts, and "fact" programs in the sciences or social studies. There 1s 

currently too much replication of everyday drill and practice, in which the computer 

becomes an expensive page turner, a flashcard robot, a fact-delivery system" (Pea, 

p.9, 1984). 

Data collectrd from interviews with elementary teachers confirm the 

predominant use of drill and practice software in today's elementary schools. Over 

70% of the teachers interviC'wed reported they adopted some drill programs in 

mathematics and/or spelling. Among these, most viewed drill-and-practice to be a 



positive asset in helping students. 

A more specific break down of CAI usages employed reveals that 57% of the 

teachers use tutorials and drills, and 51% use simulation programs (Questions 

IIl.20.a, III.22.a). 

some don't 
n/a yes no 

times know 
Is 
simulation · 51% 39% 3% 7% -
used? 
Is tutorial 
with drills 57% 34% - 7c-,, 

/ 0 2% 
used? 

Table 4.1. Modes of CAI Used. 

In the Rand study of 1984, it is reported that over three-quarters of the 60 

teachers surwyed used drill and practice software to varying extents. Two reasons 

are cited to explain this phenomenon. First, this type of courseware is most readily 

available. Kurland remarks that this situatio11 is promot,ed by "many of the large 

educational publishers who want software that supports and looks very much like 

the text books they produced". Hence, when teachers turn to computer-oriented 

magazines for guidance in choosing software,"90% of the programs reviewed for the 

educational market are based on instructional drill-and-practice formats'' (Kurland, 

p.5 - 6, 19836 ). 

The second reason for the widespread use of drill-and-practice programs is that 

whatever strategy of computer instruction is adopted, none systematically excludes 

this mode of instruction (Shavelson et al., p.50, 1984). 
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Data rollc-cted for this study confirm this finding. The picture that emerges 

from the inteniews indicates that drill-and-practice software is felt to fit easily into 

the existing curriculum. And this is particularly true in the lower grades. Teachers 

interviewed reported that it was easier to isolate skills in the lower than in the 

higher grades. Consequently, matching software was more readily available for the 

lower grades. Students generally enjoy drill-and-practice in a game format. Some 

good mathematics programs like the Houghton Mifflin Series and the Milliken :Math 

Series can provide some creative practice to students and they require little training 

on thi> part of the teachers to have them set up. 

Of the 30<-;: who did not use drill-and-practice software, some did not mention 

it at all ~ind other~ "erP either skeptical of its use or against wasting a precious 

resource like th!:' romputer on an activity replaceable with drill cards. One teaC'her 

conn11ented that ~he was "willing to try everything afide from drills"; and though 

~he recognized scores improved with practice on the computer, she would do it only 

if eYery student had a computer at home. 

\\'orcl proce'-"ITig closely follows drill-and-practice programs as the next most 

widely used piece of software. And LOGO 1s the third most widely adopted 

program. 

Less than 10c'.c, of the teachers surveyed mentioned using the computer for 

database manipulation programs, music . construction software, and simulation. The 

district of North Vancouver emerges as the most advanced of the four districts 

surveyed in that a number of their teachers, together with the district consultants, 

have already developed and taught. a series of spreadsheet. programs which emphasize 
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students' conceptual understanding of economic principles. And there is some 

experimentation on introducing elementary students to music composition on the 

computer. A few teachers interviewed alluded to simulation software as a more 

creatiYe application of instructional technology. At the same time, however, they 

referred to the dearth of good simulation programs of which they were aware and the 

equally problematic lack of funds to acquire such programs. 

About 15~. of the teachers mentioned they did programming in either BASIC 

or LOGO with their students; but since programming does not belong to the domain 

of CAL, it will not be disrnssed. 

After r(.>viewiug the existing situation in the schools, we will now discuss each 

type of CAL soft ware separately. First, we will investigate the use of the computer 

as a tutor, i.e., computer-assisted instruction. 

4.3 Computer As Tutor - CAI 

4.3.1 Effectiveness of CAI 

In this discussion, CAI means direct instruction of the students by the 

computer. This includes three kinds of software : drill-and-practice, tutorial, and 

simulation. In the following discussion of CAI, all three types are considered. Often 

a study may concentrate on a particular mode of CAI, but the overall result 

reported represents the cumulative observation applic~ble to all modes. As Edwards 

et al. (1975) have pointed out, 

based on available evidence, it cannot be concluded that any given CAI mode is 
more effective relative to student achievement than other modes (Edwards et al., 
p.35, rnn, ). 

,. 
I 
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There are many studies which attempt to decide whether CAI is indeed 

effrrt iw. The ronclu ~io11 gain ed from a reading of the literature is that CAI is 

definitely dfcctin• as a sttppleme11t to traditional teaching . \Vriting in 1975, Edwards 

et al. summarized research on the topic saying, 

all studies h:i.n shown normal instruction supplemented by CAI to be more effective 
than normal instruction alone (Edwards et al., p.147, 1975). 

Writing in 1981 , Burns and Bozeman reiterated this point with the words, 

puul i~ hed stu dies com puing (h e eff ctiv n s of CA I (o traditional instru ction report. 
confli ' ti ng and in co n lu . in re ul L Tb udi , however, generally conclude th a t 
an in tru ct ional program suppl t mented with CAI is at leas t. as effective a , and 
frequently more efft dive than , a program utili zing only traditiona.1 in tru ctional 
methods (Burns k Bo1.eman , p .35, 1981) 

Later in the article, they stressed this effectiveness to be proven m at least one 

curriculum area - mathematics (Burns & Bozeman, p.37, 1981). 

Hence CAI cannot be viewed as a mode of instruction separate from and in 

pl ace of traditional teaching. In fact, studies that attempt to measure whether CAI 

or traditional teaching is more effective result in inconclusive results. Magidson 

{1978) has found that CAI is at least as effective a.s traditional instruction in 55 

percent of the studies and more effective in 45 percent (Dence, p. 53, 1980). Another 

study also concludes that "those students who had both types or instruction 

achieved higher scores on the final exams than did those who received either CAI or 

the traditional instruction only" (Dence, p.53, 1980). 

Most teachers surveyed in the present study did not know if use of CAI in fact 

improved achievement. When asked "is the level or achievement (score) higher with 

use of CAI " , of the 62 teachers who replied, 65% answered "don't know", and 27% 



repli<'d '·:ve:.". Oul.r ·Yr ( 1 teacher ) answered ''no" and another said "sometiil.les" 

(Q11C'stion I\".':i .r). 

There is evidence to suggest, however, that CAI most often assumes a 

supplemental role. Given the predominant lack of hardware, this situation 1s 

understandable. In response to a question on "how much emphasis is placed on the 

CAI portion of a course, 37% of the teachers answered that it received 20% 

emphasis, 20% that it rerCc'ived no emphasis, 18% much emphasis, 11 % said it 

received 50% emphasis, and 5% chose Oto 10% emphasis (Question II.13). 

Interviews with individual teachers confirm the positive correlation between 

supplemental com put er drills and academic improvement. One teacher reported that 

lt-arning assistance students improved in their arithmetic performance in the 

classroom after doing extensive drills on the blackboard, on paper, and on computer. 

He used Math Blaster for mathematics drills but reported difficulty in finding good 

drills for spelling and reading. 

Another teacher also supported this positive correlation with no reservation. He 

reported that a studt'Ut. lf'arned the multiplication table within two 40-minute 

periods on the computer. 

A most enthusiastic response came from a grade 3 teacher in West Vancouver 

who used drills on t.he computer for 10 minutes per day for a period of 10 days. 

After the 10 days, she noted remarkable improvement in the students' scores. At 

the time of the interview, she was a novice on the computer and the addition drill 

was the only CAI she had used. A comparison of the two test results obtained 

before and after the computer drills revealed all students to have improved and the 



average improvement to be 19.-1%,. 

During the interview, she emphasized repeatedly the importance of organizing a 

disciplined environment in which CAI was to take place. She had two computers set 

at a corner of the classroom away from the main teaching area. Students were 

assigned a fixed schedule and two monitors were chosen to assist the two students 

working on the computer. Each student would leave the instructional area where 

she taught and go to work on the terminal when his/her predecessor on the terminal 

notified him/her of his/her turn. If s/he encountered difficulty, could ask for help 

from the two monitors . S/he was also expected to catch up on any instruction s/he 

missed by asking a "buddy". In this way, aside from the occasional key-typing 

noise, sound efiects from the program , and low exchanges among the small group in 

front of the terminals, there was minimal disturbance to classroom activities. 

Skepticism towards the effectiveness of CAI also exists among the interviewed 

teachers. Two teachers commented that CAI as a mode of instructional computer 

use had minimal importance because results of students who did drills were not 

impressive compared to those who did not. This skepticism is echoed in one study 

which suggests that perhaps the improvement in scores is due to "novelty effect" of 

the computer or some other factors associated with the experience of doing computer 

drills (Vinsonhaler & Bass, p.32, 1972). It poses the question, "how does CAI 

improve instruction!" To better understand this issue, we now turn to discuss those 

aspects of student performance which CAI indeed improves. 

4.3.2 Students' Performance with CAI 
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4.3.2.1 Efficiency in Time 

A reading of the relevant literature indicates that students need less time to 

learn a giYen amount of material with the use of CAI than without. This finding is 

unanimously supported in all the studies reviewed. Edwards et al's investigation 

summarizes the results of nine other studies and finds that "though CAI does not 

always result in greater achievement, the time it takes students to learn is reduced" 

(Edwards et al., p.149, 1975). Inquiries that echo this finding include the project 

done at OISE (Chambers & Sprecher, p.22, 1983) and others (Burns & Bozeman, 

p.36, Hl81; Forman, 1983; Kulik, 1983; Magidson, 1978). 

Some studies suggests substantial time saving with the use of CAI: 

Time sa\·ing of up to 40(!1. were reporled by Allen (1972) and Bunderson (Molnar, 
1972). BiLzer and Alpert (1970) repo rl tbaL th eir medical science studenLs using CAI 
took only one third to olle half as mu ch lime to cover a s mester 's material as did 
students under traditional instruction (Dence, p.53, 1980). 

A bout half of the teachers interviewed for the present study reported the same 

from their observations and experiences. When asked if "students picked up 

materials faster with computer aid", 48% replied affirmatively, 43% reported they 

did not know, I% did not think the computer helped students learn faster and 4% 

said sometimes it did (Question IV.19.c). From the literature and survey results, it 

seems safe to conclude that efficiency in learning in terms of time spent is definitely 

improved with use of the computer. 

Teachers were in general less familiar with the effects of simulation software. 

Hawkins reports from his research at the Center for Children and Technology at the 

Bank Street College of Education that "use of the computer as a simulation 
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instrument m the context of science/math is a relatively new concept to teachers" 

(Hawkins, p.6, 1982). The situation is true also in the four researched districts m 

Canada. 

According to Edwards et al., like other modes of CAI, simulation reduces 

learning time (Edwards et al., p.149, 1975). Teachers interviewed for this study were 

in general unaware of this. When asked if learning through simulation reduced 

learning time, 55% replied they did not know, 25% answered affirmatively and 9% 

negatively; 6% chose a nebulous "sometimes" (Question 111.20.d). 

4.3.2.2 Attitudes 

Student attitudes are reported to be positively correlated to computer usage in 

two studies (Forman, 1983; Chambers & Sprecher, p.22, 1983). 

The comment that "kids love it but adults fear it" was repeated almost at 

every interview the researcher conducted with the elementary teachers. There is no 

doubt that students have an overwhelmingly positive attitude towards the 

"telcYision thry can control" . Often teachers are psychologically intimidated by the 

blinking machine. \Vith experience and hands-on practice, however, usually the fear 

is overcome (Brebner et al., p.377, 1980). 

This is true for teachers as well as students. In response to the question, "do 

you think CAI is more effective in terms of helping the student to develop a more 

positive or negative attitude towards the computer", the answers are distinctly 

positive. Of the 65 teachers who replied, 80% chose "positive", 17% selected "don't 

know", and only 2% thought the effect was negative ( Question IV .9.d ). One district 
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consultant reported that conducting a session on introduction to the computer at a 

school "took out initial apprehension" for the staff. When the laboratory of 

computers left the school, there was momentum in the school to acquire some 

computers on their own. 

4.3.2.3 Retention or Material 

There are more studies which conclude poor retention of material learned with 

CAI than those which suggest a positive correlation of the two variables. Edwards 

et al. 's investigation surveys three studies, only one of which arrives at the 

conclusion that there is no difference in retention and the other two conclude 

traditional teaching method better helps retention. Edwards et al. have observed, 

even though students may learn more or may learn more quickly through CAI, there 
is some evidence that they may not retain as much as traditionally taught students 
(Edwards et al., p.151, 1975). 

Forman echoes this finding (Forman,1983). Others, however, (Bitzer and Alpert, 

rn70; Kulik, 1983) indicate CAI students show greater retention than traditionally 

taught students. 

The results from our survey reflect that the majority of teachers did not know 

whether retention was indeed enhanced with use of CAI. 55% of the teachers said 

they did not know when asked "do you think CAI is more effective in terms of 

helping students to retain learned materiaP'(Question IV.9.a). 32% replied 

affirmatively and 3% negatively. 

Edwards et al. have similarly suggested poorer retention of learned material 

through simulation. In the survey done for this study, teachers responded to a more 
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specific quest ion on whether concepts taught through simulation are better retained, 

with mostly neutral responses. Of the 56 teachers who replied, 55% chose "don't 

know" as the answer, 34% selected "yes", and 5% chose "no". One teacher wrote 

"sometimes" (Question III.20.c). 

Since the teachers did not indicate how they arrived at their choices, there is no 

basis to determine if their answers were guesses or actually experimentally-derived. 

In any case, it is safe to conclude that if the literature suggests retention of CAI 

material to be poor, most teachers were not aware of it. 

4.3.2.4 Students Most Suited to CAI 

The relevant literature suggests that CAI achieves the best results with low

ability students . Here, low-ability students do not mean those who are emotionally 

or socially maladjusted, but simply those who usually obtain low scores on tests. 

Edwards et al. have reported two inquiries which measure results of CAI according 

to the ability level of studcnts:"both Martin (1973) and Suppes (1972) found CAI 

drill and practice in arithmetic to be relatively more effective for low ability students 

than for average or high ability students (Edwards et al., p.151, 1975). 

Data collected from interviews conducted for the present study generally 

support this finding. Some schools which have only a few computers often place one 

in the learning assistance centre. Learning assistance students seem to pref er 

interacting with the computer because of the lack of negative feedback and infinite 

patience of the machine. 
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This coincides with the finding in one study which suggests that "immediate 

reinforcement. available from a computer for each student response results in faster 

rote learning of correct responses than the limited, and usually delayed reinforcement 

available from a classroom teacher"(Braun, p.530, 1980). 

One teacher reported that )ow-ability students were easily bored with one 

program and constant change of programs was necessary to maintain their interests. 

But a situation more often described involved learning-assir.tance students remaining 

glued to the terminal until their assigned time was over. Teachers at learning 

assistance centres were decidedly positive about the effectiveness of the computer. 

They r<'ported students of low abilities enjoyed and needed drill and practice and 

that th<'ir arhie,,ement improved consequently. Often they were bored with 

traditional drill met bods and computer drills revitalized their interests. 

There is, however, a problem with transfer of knowledge or skill acquired at the 

learning assistance cent.res. Two teachers interviewed who worked exclusively with 

students requiring learning assistance reported that over 90% of their students made 

progres!:-. Howe,·er, their improvement was inadequate to enable them to rejoin the 

regular stream of learning in the classroom. One teacher, hearing this observation, 

discounted the phenomenon as applicable to students who were extremely far behind 

regular students; be believed with CAI, learning assistance students would catch up 

with their fellow classmates. Another remarked that if all that was required was 

straight copying of material learned on the computer to exercises or tests in the 

classroom, there was no problem. But if some conceptual application of the material 

learned was required, students might. have difficulty. Further research is necessary to 
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fully understand the effect of CAI on learning-assistance students. 

The response of teachers to the question, "do you find drill and practice to be 

effective in teaching students of low abilities", was generally positive. 73% of the 63 

teachers who responded on the question replied "yes", 19% replied "don't know", 

5% responded negatively and 2% said "sometimes" (Question III.19.a). 

Patrick Suppes, a philosoghy and mathematics professor at Stanford, and a 

pioneer in the development of CAI, bad contended that just like professional 

atheletes n<.>eded regular physical training to maintain their fitness, intelligent 

students needed drill and practice. He suggested that CAI was the best way to train 

gifted students (Suppes in Taylor, p.253, 1980). One teacher interviewed did 

comment that high-reading ability students were best suited to CAI drills. Another 

suggested computer drills could be used to st.retch brighter students' abilities by 

set.ting fewer quest ions in each section so they would be forced to progress faster. 

Contrary to this view, some teachers felt that drill and practice was wasted on 

bright students. 

All students could improve with drills, be they on paper or on computers. 

Low-ability s1 ndenb may be more suited to computer drills because of the immediate 

and positiw feedback and patience of the computer. The question of who are most 

suited, however , is an issue that arises due to insufficient hardware. Basically, all 

children can benefit from the individualized inst.ruction provided by drill programs, 

"with the brighter children receiving harder-than-average exercises, and the slower 

children receiYing easier problems" (Suppes in Talyor, p.232, 1980). 

4.3.2.5 Students' Attention Span 
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It. bas been reported in one study and the same point bas been echoed by 

several teachers interviewed, that repetitive drills on the computer are not the best 

usage, and that the machine should be employed for more imaginative and creative 

uses (Sheingold et al., p.425, 1983). Used for drills, the computer is no more than an 

"automated workbook". There is a good deal of truth in the statement at the 

present time, when computers are still precious commodities in the schools. The 

argument that can be made in favor of using these "automated workbooks" is that 

they are more than "automated workbooks". 'While it has not been suggested in the 

relevant literature, there is ample evidence collected from the survey that students' 

attention span is greater when working with the computer than when working with 

say, drill cards. In fact, there is an undeniable excitement generated from working 

with the machines. 

\\'h('n a~k('d if tutorial with drills is effective in holding students' attention, of 

the 57 tearl1ers surn\n•cl for this study, BI% replied "yes", 2% repli('d "no", and 

2({'c' replied "don't know". 4~ said "sometimes'' ( Question III .22) . Another 

question specifically asks whether attention span increases with CAI and again the 

result is extrC'mrly positive (Question IV.20). 38 out of 60 teachers thought. that. 

att rnt ion span increased with CAI, only 1 thought that it decreased, 3 replied the 

same, and 18 confessed they did not know. 

Whether this "excitement" or increased attention to a new way of learning can 

be attributed to novelty effect is hard to tell. But if the response curve that the 

teacher described in section 3.3.4 is valid, even if the interest level does wear off after 

t.he initial st ages, the students' attention span with the automated workbook is still 

I' 
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greater than that with the regular workbook. 

4.3.2.6 Facts vs Concepts 

If a clear dist inrt ion between facts and concepts can be assumed, then there is a 

general consensus among the teachers interviewed that the drill-and-practice and 

tutorial modes of CAI are better suited to teaching the former than the latter. 

Braun suggests that drills are effective when rote learning of correct responses is 

required (Braun, p.530, 1980). In the Rand study of 1984, among the 8 teachers 

who use exclusiYely drill-and-practice software, it is reported that. they use it to 

arhiC:'Ye mastl'ry of basic skills in mathematics and science and not for acquiring 

bigbrr concrptual skills (Sbavelson et al., p.41, 1984). 

In the qu<>."t ionnaire distributed for this study, CAI is interpreted to mean drills 

aud tutorials. \\'Leu ashcl ''is C.·\l best for teaching facts or concepts"(Question 

I\-".10), 42cc of the 57 n'spondrnts chose facts, and 21% concepts. 12% suggested 

both could be tau~ht with CAI and 23% did not know what to reply. 

In re~;ponse to the question ''do you find drill and practice to he effective in 

tearhing mathematic-al applirations", the response was a definite yes. Of the 65 

respondents, 68C:C, replied affirmatively, 14% negatively, 12% did not know, and 3% 

said "sometimes". This confirms the finding previously noted in 4.3.1 that CAI is 

proven effective in mathematices (Question IIJ.19.c). 

Over one third of the teachers surveyed had the perception that simulation 1s 

more effective in teaching concepts rather than facts, but the majority of the 

teachers were not certain. The response to the question "is simulation more effective 
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in teaching concepts rather than facts" included 39% "yes's", 36% "don't know's'', 

15('c "no's", and 5~c "sometimes"' (Question III.20.b) . 

One teacher inteniewed said be would do more simulation with bis students if 

he had more funds, for he considered it effective for concept teaching. 

There is little in the literature to support this perception. \Vhether simulation 

indeed fosters concept learning is an issue that awaits research (Walker, p.106, 1983). 

4.3.2.7 CAI As Motivator 

The Rand study has reported that teachers do not stress the use of 

rnirroromputers for motinting students (Sbavelson et al., p.ix, 1984). Research 

conducted for this study has repeatedly discovered teachers who called the computer 

"a motivator". Some teachers in fact used time on the machine as the carrot to 

keep discipline in the classroom or goad their students towards finishing some tasks. 

Som e teachers, however, offered a different viewpoint. One teacher commented 

CAI was effective only if the students were already motivated. Otherwise, personal 

interaction with a more senior student or the teacher provided more "stroking" and 

motivation to the reluctant student than the computer. For example, he suggested 

pairing a grade two with a grade seven student to learn the multiplication table. 

Nevertheless, the fact remains that the infinitely positive feedback provided by 

the computer serves to motivate some students. Grimm (1978) reports that the 

effectiveness of CAI is largely due to its novelty and provision of prompt feedback. 

Similarly, Magidson finds informational feedback to be "an advantage of 

CAI"(Dence, p .51, 1980). 



A more detailed inn·stigation of feedback rewals that "feedback is effrctive 

bec-au,C' it is contingPnt upon stud C' nt response'' and it allo·ws time for the student to 

first formulate bis/hPr response before seeing the correct answer and the feedback 

(Dence, p.fil, 1%0). Another issue involves the effectiveness of delayed versus 

immediate feC'clbac-k. Quoting 1-.:ulhayy's (19i6) research, Dence reports that, 

l1nder condition $ in which students cannot see the correct response befor~ 
responding. imm ediate feedback is "one of the most powerful tools in the arsenal of 
instructional desi gll"(Dence, p.53, 1980). 

Another study. howenr , suggests that delayed feedback 1s more effective in helping 

students retain learned material (Dence, p .53, 1980). 

Some teachers interviewed for the present study commented that at times the 

feedback owrshadowecl the purpose of the program . The feedback for an incorrect 

response was so graphic-ally vivid that the students aimed not at getting the correct 

answer but simply to see the graphic display. In another instance, the positive 

feedback was to draw a part of a dragon. But unless a student could correctly 

rnmplete all exercises in all sections. the entire dragon did not get drawn. This could 

be frustrating for a student who completed most of the exercises correctly but was 

never rewarded witL the entire dragon. 

4.3.2.8 Presence of a Teacher 

It has been emphasized in section 4.3.1 that CAI is most effective as a 

aupplement to traditional teaching. To make an implicit point explicit, it means that 

the teacher is the crucial factor that determines if CAI-supplemented instruction is 

to succeed. In fact, the critical role of the teacher cannot be over-emphasized 
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(Holmes. p.11-12. Hl~2; BrrbnPr et al., p.378, 1980). 

The tear her is critical in integrating CAI into the learning process, which means 

sckrt ing the appropriate programs and guiding and encouraging students' efforts to 

explore t.be subject in more depth. He/she also organizes and manages the classroom 

so that. CAI as well as traditional instruction can take place simultaneously. The 

t.eacher is important also in connecting in the students' minds skills th3.t the 

computer delivers to skills applicable in the out.side world ( Judd, p.121, 1983). In 

assuming a supplemental role, CAI also frees the teacher from conducting the basic 

drills and hence more personal attention can be devoted to the students (Bitter, 

1984; Chambers & Sprecher, p.84, 1983). 

Most teachers intrrviewed for this study never used CAI as stand-alone 

rn :i.terial. One t<:'achcr who had extensive experience with CAI commented that it 

was "terrific" for students who used it in the presence of the teacher and other 

students, but was unsure it could be used as a stand-alone medium . Another 

suggested an awareness of the importance of the teacher's presence saying, "having 

CAI material is positive provided (the) teacher manipulates it well". Similarly , the 

teacher described in section 4.3.1 emphasized the disciplined organization of CAI m 

the classroom under her guidance as the main contributing factor for its success. 

In response to the quest.ion whether teachers consider their assistance to be 

mandatory in CAI usage (Question III.13), two-third of the teachers surveyed for the 

present study replied affirmatively and a quarter negatively. 4% did not know and 

3% suggested younger students could work on their own but older students might 

abuse the machines. And hence teachers should be present to supervise. 



Stephen L.ChoroHr, a neuropsychologist and professor of psychology at the 

t--lassachusetts Institute of Technology, has cautioned that for the sake of improving 

productivity in education, stand-alone CAI may be introduced to replace the 

teachers. He describes a "goodbye teacher" syndrome as follows: 

After an initial investment in the hardware and so(tware ... the system will be 
extremely cost-effective. Instead of teachers who are subject area specialists, the 
school can hire relatively unskilled people to be "resource managers", and "system 
monitors"', more commonly known as stockroom attendants and securiLy guards. 
Th e univer'-ily (or ompany) will provide all the expert a sistance the school will 
ne<'d , in cluding r urri cular material , lesson plans and examinations. The school will 
be au!P to say "goodbye teacher", and good riddance to t.bat skyrocketing 
professsional payroll (C'borover, p.224, 1984). 

Such a scenario could not have developed if the original intent of introducing 

computers into education, namely, to improve the quality of education, is considered. 

Ideally, teachers are not replaced but assume a new role of working individually with 

all students on any problems and questions they may have in assessing and handling 

the new concepts (Suppes in Taylor, p.234, 1980). CAI could potentially free 

teacher~ from the mundane aspects of teaching so that learning and teaching become 

more an individual affair rather than leu so. 
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This chapter will discuss the other two functions Taylor suggests in his 

framework, namely, using tbr computer as tool and as tutee. 

5.2 Computer As Tool 

Several studies have pointed out that in the long run, the use of computers as 

tools would be the most important application of the technology in education 

(Matthrws, 1984; Ragsdale, p.41-42, 1982; Kurland, 1983b). There is a wide variety 

of tool software, which can turn the computer into a drawing pad, word processor, 

calculator, music constructor, data organizer, graphing system, note taker, or bulletin 

board (.Kurland, p .7, 1983b). 

Research done for this study has revealed word processing programs to be the 

tool software most widely adopted in the elementary classroom. Graphics packages, 

spreadsheets, and messaging systems are also used to some extent . We will fi.rst 

discuss word processing. 

5.2.1 Word Processing 
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An OISE sunry on mirroC'Omputer software for language arts (1983) reports 

that 18 out of 79 boards in Ontario use word processing packages, "while waiting the 

dewloprnrnt of software which is more suitable to the orientation of their language 

arts curricula than the many existing drill and practice programs" (Canale et al., 

p.13, 1983). 

The results from the int.erviews done for this study indicate that Bank Street 

\Vritcr is the word processing software most commonly used. 52% of the teachers 

surveyed adopted it, usually for the intermediate grades of 4 to 7. The other 

common software employed are Kidwriter for the lower grades and Dynatext for the 

intermediate levels (in North Vancouver). 10 of the 65 teachers used Kidwriter. 

Alt.hough the location is different, the increase in word processor usage compared to 

the figures from the 1983 survey may indicate a trend where more and more teachers 

become aware of the advantages of using the computer as a tool. However, many 

teachers interviewed have not tried word processing and composition classes are 

conducted in the traditional format. Limited access and unfamilarity with the 

software were some reasons cit.ed for the lack of enthusiasm. 

\\lord processing is seen as a valuable way to use the computer as a tool 

because it integrates naturally into the curriculum and is useful outside of schools as 

well. It takes slightly more familarity with the 5oftware than drill-and-practice 

programs on the teachers' part. But the effort is deemed worthwhile as many 

teachers reported improvement in both the quality and quatity of their students' 

writings. This will be discussed later. 
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One district comultant interyicwed explained the importance of int.egrating 

computer usage into the rurriculum. He point.rd out that tearhers were busy enough 

·with thrir rrgular scheduks. Unless something was deemed to facilitate the teaching 

process and concrete effects could be demonstrated, tearhers would rather not adopt 

it. As tools, romputers facilitated some assign rd tasks which were part of the 

curriculum. As Canale et al. have observed, 

many curriculum innovations are never successfully implemented because teachers 
cannot easily integrate them with th('ir set of personal beliefs and dail)· 
practices ... However, the use of microcomputers for word processing provides an 
immediate and practical solution to this problem, assuming the availability of a 
printC'r (Cana)(' et al., p.8, 1984). 

Some schools in Nort.h Vancouver have successfully implemented this concept. 

Learning to write is a crucial area in any curriculum; using the computer as a word 

processor renders the process of writing more enjoyable and facilitates editing. The 

advantages of using the computer as a word processor are many. 

First, the tasb of both writing and revision are considerably simplified with 

word processing {Hawkins, p.4, 1982). As Canale et al. have obsened, 

It makes the mechanical aspects of the drafting and revision processes simpler to 
att('nd to. For example, legibility and neatness are virtually assured; a variety of 
modifirations can easily be made without messy erasures; and new ideas can be 
quickly inserted and old ones moved around in the text. In principle, this allows 
more time and thought t-0 be directed towards the higher level cognitive activities of 
planning, outlining, exploring, discussing, and qualifying one's ideas (Canale et al., 
p.g, 1984). 

A second advantage of word processing associated to its ease of editing is that 

teachers become less hesitant to request corrections and students more open to 

suggestions for changr~. As one teacher observed, writing, then, became like "clay to 

mold". 
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A maJor ronrrrn Ill using t<'Xt processing is that students do not havr suITirirnt 

typing skills. Canalrs t't al. haw suggrsted from their research that "not one teacher 

has found this to be a prohl<'m ". From the intenicws conductt'd for this study, it 

appC'ars to be a minor problem. 

In the interviews, little was beard about the disadvantages of \\'ord processing. 

Canale et al. have noted three disadvantages, ·which are insightful hut which cannot 

be juxtaposed wit b teachers' views. 

First, word processing programs may require quite a bit. of attention to use, so 

much so that students spend more time trying to communicate with the machine 

than communirating their ideas through writing. ln other words, the mechanics got 

in the way of writing. Second, existing word processing soft.ware may encourage 

attention to cosmrtic aspects of writing like changing a word rather than facilitate 

moving whole paragraphs or making notes to oneself about possible changes. Third, 

software grnrrally providrs no means for the user to keep a record of the changes 

made or of other art ivit ie5 involved in the \\·riting process. The product rather than 

the process receives the main emphasis (Canale et al., 1984). 

\\'bat concrete efkrts then does word processing have on students' writings! 

Do their writings actually improve! If they do, then using computers as tools is a 

rertain method whereby the quality of eduration is enhanced with the adoption of 

computers in the clas~room. 

5.2.1.1 Effectiveness of Word Processing 



Kurland has obscnrd the need for research on current eortware tools saying, 

rrsr ard 1 i. nrrdr d I<> anal) zr tbe currrn t 6C'lrtware tool i; br ing used io sc hools; to 
cvalu :ll r th r tnany olh r r software tool which arr currr ntly aYa.ilablc , im:-sprc l iv<' of 
tlt<'ir iulc•nd c·d aµdi encr : and to develop betLer means or integrating softwarr tools 
inl o lb e clasH om conlrxt (Kurland, p.12, 1983b). 
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This section will attempt to compare teachers' observations with the effects of word 

processing as suggested in the literature. It will e,·aluate word processing in terms or 

its dJcctivenrss in improving the quantity and quality of writing. It will also present 

a method or integrating word processing into the ·writing class which bas been 

observed to work reasonably well . 

Jn the researc b done for this study, all the advantages mentioned by Canales et 

al. are cit.rd in interviews by teachers to explain their choice of using the computer as 

a word processor . Many teachers attrsted to the finding reported in the literature 

that s1 udents wrote more and ·were more willing to write as a consequence of using 

some word processing programs. One teacher in North Vancouver commented that 

writing with a pen :--hould go the way of the Roman numerals. She strongly 

recommended '\\"'Ord processing for bright students who bad poor mot.or coordination 

in writing with p<'n and paper . 

Gen<'rally, tracb<'rs <'chord the finding that students discussed their work more 

readily becausr the printed copy was more legible than their written copies. And 

co-opnation was enhanced among the students as they helped each ot,her to correct 

their mistakes. Sering their work in neat , printed copies also served as additional 

incentivr. 

Spt'lling was observed to have improved because using the keyboard to type in 

a word made the st udrnt think more carefully about its spelling. Spelling was also 
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more- easil~· corrc-c-tc-d on the- tc-rminal, hence etudent11 were les11 hesitant t.o put down 

·words. Onre again, more- thought could he spent. on expressing idea11 rat her than on 

pondc-ring the spc-lling. 

Tb err is little rcsrarcb done on whether spelling checkers actually improve or 

lower studrnt.s' spelling abilities. Kurland has mentioned it, and has suggested 

implementing spc-lling checker programs which allow the teacher t.o decide the level 

of assistance giHn to tLe students (Kurland, p.10-11, 1983b). But the issue is 

beyond thr scopC' of this study . 

KanC''s resrarch bas found that students spend more time composing with word 

prorc-ssing and t hc-y feel more free to explore their ideas in writing because deletions 

and insert ions arc easier. They were more likely to use revision strategies learned 

and abo because of the ease of reYising their texts, students are motivated to learn 

new strritcgic-s for c-valuating and revising their texts. However, t.he quality of their 

writing docs not improve automatic-ally ·with use of word processing . As Kane has 

obscrwd, 

Th e word proces~or cannot kach students t.o be better writers; it onb· proYides a 
111ean$ to effert changrs mor<' easily ... Unless students haH' standards of good writing 
and can e,·alu :i te and revi~e their own work in terms of these standards, changes will 
not be imprm rment~ (Kan e, p .23 , 1983). 

Several teachers interviewed echoed this observation that students wrote more, 

but the quality of their writing remained the same. One teacher commented 

students wrote more , and ·were more willing to correct, but their sentence structures 

and grammar were the- same. Another pointed out though a neat copy might serve 

as incentive t.o the students, they also tended not to look as carefully for mistakes on 

the impressiw-looking copy. A teacher with extensive experience m English 
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instruction observed that students' quality of writing remained the same whether by 

pen or on romputer. 

In accordance with Kurland's finding that students helped each other and 

discussed more with the availability of the typed copy, some teachers reported that 

students collaborated more when working on the computer. Social interaction 

increased when they saw the printed work, and because it was legible, they could 

read and discuss each other's work. 

Quoting Donald Graves' work, Kane has stressed the crucial element m the 

learning process -- the teachPr: 

Students d('velop as writers when their teachers value students' expressing their own 
ideas, di scuss i;tudents' writing with them, and instruct them in the effective use or 
writ ten language (I< ane, p. 23, 1983). 

In the process of collecting data for this study, the researcher has found this to 

be the opinion of ~ome very experienced educators. The principal of one elementary 

school rommcntcd that studrnts were more concerned with the content of their 

writing brcam;e t l1ey knew they could easily rbange the format. But it was through 

the teacher pointing out their mistakes and discussing them , combined with the 

students' greater willingness to correct them, that writing improved. 

Another tracher in l\ortb \'ancouver attested that bis students' spelling and 

sentence strurt ure improved; he listed five reasons for the development. First, a lot. 

of writing and discussion was concentrated in one month. Second, it was easier to 

make changes. Third, their written works became legible while before, they often 

could not comprehend their own writing. Fourth, they enjoyed it more. Fifth, 

students saw the result of their work when they saw it printed on the terminal. It is 
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significant that he placed the month or writing and discussion at the top of the list 

of reasons. Again, tLe guidance or a good teacher cannot be over-emphasized. 

Aft.er understanding that it is the combined effect of a good teacher with use of 

word processing that improve writing, we will now investigate how exactly these two 

elements can work together. 

6.2.1.2 The Process of Writing With Word Processing 

Kurland has observed that "working with a word processor began to change 

hou· the writing process took place in the classroom on a number of levels, in 

addition to facilitating the mec.hanir.al aspects of producing a text" (Kurland, p.10, 

H/8.%). S!Jf'ing:old f't al. haYe similarly remark<."d that the technology enabled the 

teac Ler to rc-1 l1iuk ltn met hod of teaching. He/she can now d<."mand more ''r<."view, 

frc·cll,ack. :ind TC' ". i--ion~ by the stu<lents of their own and othn students' work" 

(Sheiugold ct al .. p.l 2. Hl81). 

\\·e will now turn to an example of a successful integration of word processing 

into t lie wri I ing cuni~ u I urn. TLe inform at ion presented represents a conglomerat iou 

of olH'n ,it ic-ns from scvPral iuterviews ronduct.ed in North Vanrouver, whirb as a 

di~trict has n rommendalJle "\Vriting 44" program. 

The setting im olves a spare classroom which is divided into three sections. At 

least 10 computers with a printer occupy one section of the room, another section 

has tables and chairs where writing can be done, and the third section is an 

"author's corner'' witL carpet. and cushions on the floor. The idea is to make this 

area comfort able and informal to create an easy atmosphere for discussion. This 
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room is the laboratory. 

At t.he st art of an English project to write an adventure story, for example, the 

teacher provides the students with ideas on the eltlments and composition of a good 

adventure story. This can be done in a brainstorming session on the blackboard in 

the regular classroom. 

\,\'hen the students have acquired some concepts on how to proceed in their 

task, they can start writing their rough drafts. Then the whole class is taken down 

to the laboratory. The class is divided into two groups, with the group ready to 

entt>r their writing on the terminals, working on the computer, another group still 

writing their rough drafts can continue to do so at the tables. The first group to use 

the computer!'- can ~ta~· thc>re for about 30 minutes, after which they give their places 

to the group at thr tablrs. 

The class is basically conducted in a rotation manner with each group working 

on the computer for about one hour per week. The amount of access to the 

machines is rnntingent upon the availability of the computers. If 30 computers are 

available at tbe laboratory then the class does not haYe to be rigidly divided into 

two groups and students can simply sit down at a terminal when they are ready. 

The aut.hor's corner is for students who may want extra help on how to go 

about writing their adventure stories or who would like to have their ideas and 

writings critiqued by others. 

\\Then students have their rough drafts on hard copies, they hand them m at 

the editing centre. The editing centre consists of different stations; one or more 

students are m charge, of one station, and assignment of students is again on a 
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rot at ion ba5is . Each st at ion is responsible for correcting a certain syntactic error ID 

the languagr. For example, one station corrects punctuation, another takes care of 

capitalization , etc. 

Due to the divergence ID abilities among the students, some students may not 

be sufficiently competent to spot, for example, all the punctuation errors. The 

teacher faces a dilemma whether to assign the competent students to certain stations 

or still insist on an equal opportunities situation and confront the consequence of 

certain errors being missed. In the latter case, it means the teacher has to do more 

work. 

After a rough draft has been checked at all the stations , the student can then 

make t}H' correction~ on the terminal. \\"hen the student is ready, the teacher sits 

wit b him/her in front of the terminal and makes the final corrections together on the 

screen. The teacher ran take the opportunity to explain to the student mistakes 

he/she has made, and bemuse the piece bas already been processed at the editing 

center, the teacher's burden of correction is substantially reduced. Finally, a finished 

adventure story is printed on hard copy. 

During this proress, the teacher can also observe the editing done by students. 

If students make many mistakes in one area, say, spelling, and the mistakes go 

unnoticed, he/she may want to take time to discuss that particular problem with the 

whole class. 

A teacher at North Vancouver, from whom much of this information is 

obtained, has observed this process to effect remarkable progress in his students' 

writings. He commented that high achievers whose technical skills in writing were 



already strong. wrote longer and more intricate stories. and included more characters 

in tht'm. The t'ase of editing with word processing did not in itself improve writing, 

but freed the writer to dt'YOtl' his/her attention to the content, knowing technical 

errors can be ea~ily rl'medied. 

He also preferred the laboratory to the clasroom for writing. \Vhen the 

students came to the laboratory, they knew they would write. In a classroom 

situation, they might bl'come more easily distracted by other activities. But the 

issue of laboratory versus classroom is a topic deserving of a chapter in itself and will 

not be discussed here. 

5.2.2 Data Base Management System and Others 

Although data base management systems have been extensively used in the 

commercial sector, they have not been widely introduced into the schools, and 

especially not into the elementary schools . As Freeman et al. have observed, 

it is app3rent that lhe use of DB 1S (data base management systems) as flexible 
information tools h::i. not been Lhought about in dept.h by many teachers and school 
administrators. Scho ls are largely committed to computer programming and 
computer literacy, and arr just beginning to consider tool software applications in 
the larger curriculum (Freeman et al, p.23, 1984). 

Data base management systems are useful m helping students access and 

manipulate facts-. For example, facts about different countries can be stored m a 

data base. And if students wish to compare say, marriage customs m several 

countries, the relevant facts will be presented. With facts readily accessible, students 

are encouraged to concentrate on arriving at some conceptual understanding on the 

issue. Data base management systems constitute an area rich in applications in the 
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rurrirulum and should be made available to younger students. From the interYicws 

done for this study. only a few teachers used or contemplated using data base 

management systems . 

Spreadsheet is another tool software which is being adopted. Spreadsheets can 

be used in any curriculum area which involves numbers. For example, in 

environment al studies, the teacher wishes to explore relationships of different 

paramet<.'rs. By entering a new set of input numbers, the students can observe a 

different outcome. The spreadsheet software eliminates the tedious and maybe 

difficult arithmetic. And the students are challenged to interpret, explain and 

predict the rel at ion ships among the parameters. 

This is adopted in some schools in North Vancouver with notable succ<.'ss. A 

spreadsheet program called "Dynabudget" was developed by a computer consultant 

of the district. According to this insightful educator, the purpose of the program 

was to teach students the process of thinking about economic systems. Through 

juggling figures in the spreadsheet, students were taught to think about relationships 

bet.ween num hers. The thinking process involved more than simple addition, 

substraction, multiplication, and division, which were mere algorithms. For example, 

a question indicated that a certain sum of money was available, and three items were 

bought, approximately how much did each item cost. The students would enter the 

amounts for each item and try different combinations. This, he stressed, was what 

people in real life situations had to do. The program proved to be captivating to 

students. 
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Another tool software used in a few schools in North Vancouver is a messaging 

system. Ragsd::ilc's observation that this could be a first step in introducing 

beginners to the technology proves implementable (Ragsdale, p.100, 1982). Students 

enjoyed sending messages to each other and the "convenient and uncomplicated 

service(s)" was extensively used . 

\Vhile effective as an initializing tool, the messagmg system may serve little 

purpose beyond t,hat.. Students were reported to treat it as too much of a toy. 

Often nonsensical messages were writt.en and sent without further proof reading; and 

discipline problems arose as students decided to continue their messaging verbally. 

5.3 Computer As Tutee 

In tut.ee mode CAL, the computer provides an environment which facilitates 

learning, but the student is in full control of how he learns. David Moursund 

explains this mode saying, 

the student acts upon a computer; the student is in charge, directing the interaction 
and learning by doing. The computer helps to provide a rich learning environment, 
but the computer is not pre-programmed with information to be taught to a student. 
Tut.ee mode CAL generally requires that a student learn quite a bit about a 
computer system and its language (Moursund, p.86, 1981). 

The key idea is usmg the computer system to create a rich and interesting 

learning environment. The student can then explore and learn in this environment. 

Theoretically, tutee mode CAL can provide environments such as art, music, the 

physical sciences etc. The tutee mode CAL most widely adopted today is Seymour 

Papert's LOGO. Much research has been done on LOGO, this section does not 

attempt to add new insights to the many already offered in other inquiries. Rather, 
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we aim to discuss the views of the teacLers interviewed in the four districts against a 

bar kdrop of findings from the literature. 

5.3.1 Current Usage of LOGO in Elementary Schools 

Next to drill and practice programs, LOGO is the next most widely used piece 

of software. 84% of the teachers interviewed for this study adopted it for classroom 

use. It appeals to students across all grade levels, with the younger students using 

the simplified version, E-Z LOGO. Even kindergarten students were observed to 

learnt he concepts of left, right, fonvard, and backward very fast with LOGO. 

In most schools, only the LOGO turtle is introduced to teach geometric 

concepts. The more difficult functions of list-processing are often ignored. But 

tear hers' responses on using LOGO to teach logic and spatial relationships are 

positive in general. 

From the interviews, it is safe to assume that over 90% of the teachers are 

aware of the existence of LOGO. The levels of competence among them and the 

difference in aYailability of machines at the schools, howeYer, render the extent of its 

use to vary greatly. To oYercome this problem, the district board may have a 

travelling laboratory of computers and a LOGO expert who visits the schools in the 

district, doing inservice for the teachers and teaching the students. The students' 

response to these laboratories are overwhelmingly positive, but the demands on the 

travelling local LOGO expert are correspondingly high. 

Teachers' acceptance of LOGO also varies. Some recognized it to be a 

"catalyst." in introducing students to computers and that "kids loved it". Some 
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Yalued LOGO as a "sequence-builder" and that it taught process-oriented thinking. 

Some saw it as a good supplement or extension or geometry-instruction. Others were 

not impressed by it, calling LOGO a "solution for a problem not yet defined". While 

they did not object to using it, they thought it had been overly promoted. In view 

or the conflicting opinions, we will now turn to a consideration of the pros and cons 

or using LOGO. 

5.3.2 LOGO 

Papert created LOGO as a vehicle for introducing students to computers. One 

of bis fundamental ideals is that learning to communicate with computers can be a 

natural process analogous to learning the language or a country in which one lives. 

Similarly, through interaction in an environment of mathematics, students learn 

mat.hem at ical concepts in a process or seir-discovery. And LOGO is the means 

whereby this discovery is made possible. As Ragsdale has observed, 

When Papert was young, he used gears as models for abstract concepts and found 
that they facilitated his understanding. LOGO is his "gear system" for young 
children so they can construct models of the abstract concepts of mathematics 
(Ragsdale, p.39, 1982). 

It is a highly idealistic goal that Papert attempted to achieve in education. He 

felt that students generally lacked encounters with ideas and materials that 

stimulated higher cognitive skills. But computer-based education can create a new 

educational culture in which there are no limits to the amount of discovery and 

learning that students can undertake (Molnar & Deringer, p.117, 1984). Papert 

wanted to provide an environment so students were free to explore mathematics on 

their own terms, to secure their "ownership" of math ideas (Thornburg, p.24, 1984). 
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The only prerequisite to such exploration is learning the language, LOGO. 

There is little doubt that LOGO is highly successful as the means to introduce 

students to computers . One teacher who viewed computers as a natural part of 

education called LOGO "the main catalyst" to introducing the technology. Its 

graphics and simple commands render it highly popular among students. 

But is LOGO equally successful as the vehicle to enable students create models 

for abstract mathematical concepts! In fact, one teacher commented that students 

were attracted to the "fancy graphics" and game-like aspects of LOGO but were 

uninterested in the drudgery of procedural thinking and programming. We will now 

investigate the extent to which LOGO is effective in accomplishing its instructional 

objectives. 

5.3.2.1 Effectiveness of LOGO 

In their discussion or LOGO, Shavelson et al. have suggested that LOGO 

reflects considerations or four educational objectives. First, they claim that LOGO 

teaches programming. It is, as they observe, an "ideal introduction to programming 

and to sound problem-solving methods" (Shavelson et al., p.228, 1984). LOGO being 

a structured programming language, it encourages planning of the solution first 

rather than starting right in with the solution like BASIC. The reasoning process 

involved to specify and encode the solution to a problem in the context of 

programming can have positive effects on the person's general problem solving 

abilities (Shavelson et al., p.226, 1984). 
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This emphasis on problem-solving deserves some clarification. Problem-solving, 

defined in a broad sense, is felt by many educators to be a central theme in 

education. It is defined as the process of applying previously acquired knowledge in 

new and unfamiliar situations. Previously acquired knowledge may include 

know ledge of one's own or that of others. 

There are generally two kinds of problems. First, a problem whose solution is 

evident or immediate to a person; this type of problem is called a primitive. Second, 

problems which are not readily solvable. Hence the process of problem solving 

involves a process of stepwise refinement in which the second type of problems are 

broken down into primitives. Through programming in LOGO to draw pictures, 

students undertake this process of planning or stepwise refi1,1ement as well as gam 

experience m other problem-solving tasks like estimation, experimentation, and 

pattern recognition . Hence, a second instructional objective of LOGO is to foster 

problem-solving and planning abilities in students. 

A third objective is to foster a more spontaneous and creative attitude to 

learning. In the LOGO microworld, students are encouraged to explore and try out 

different solutions. If a program fails to accomplish its task, it is modified repeatedly 

until it works. In traditional schooling, "errors" meant "failure" and are to be 

avoided at all cost; but in the LOGO microworld, "bugs" are to be corrected and are 

not interpreted as "failure". As Shavelson et al. have observed, "creative learning of 

the sort claimed for LOGO suggests that bugs are a natural part of the learning 

experience" (Shavelson et al. p.227, 1984). 
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A fourt b and most obvious objective is that LOGO teaches concepts of 

mathematics and geometry. \Ve will now discuss the extent to which these objectives 

are indeed accomplished. 

II] Does LOGO teach students programming! 

LOGO has been commended by one teacher as the "best form of computer 

programming". Many teachers have echoed the Rand study1s recommendation and 

haYe preferred LOGO to BASIC for LOGO is a structured programming language. 

Shavelson et al. have pointed out that with LOGO, elementary students can acquire 

most of the basic concepts of a structured programming language, and can proceed 

from there to learn PASCAL. BASIC is deemed not worth learning. This 

preferrence for LOGO and PASCAL over BASIC as the main programming language 

taught bas been suggested by many teachers. 

\\'bile LOGO consists of the elements of a structured programming language, to 

proceed from t urt.le geometry to applying and appreciating the intricacies and 

elegance of the other features of LOGO involves a gigantic leap. It is doubtful that 

such a leap can be made given the dearth of machines and trained personnel at 

today's elementary schools . 

Pa pert hoped that students would bec-ome acquainted with the features of a 

structured programming language through self-directed interactions with LOGO. 

This hope has been proven to be unattainable according to two studies done at the 

Bank Street. College of Education in New York. Kurland and Pea have concluded 

tha1 in learning programming, many sources of confusion have been found to emerge 

with the absence of instruction: 



contrary to Papert's idealistic individual "Piagetian learning" ... selr-guided discovery 
needs to be mediated within an instructional context (Kurland & Pea, p.9, Hl83). 
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Similarly in another study, Pea has observed that LOGO is cognitively complex 

beyond its early steps and "quite difficult to learn without instructional guidance, 

eYen if students are intellectually engaged with that learning" (Kurland & Pea, p.2, 

1983). The guidance of a trained teacher is deemed indispensable if students are to 

learn programming and thinking skills, 

the pedagogical fantasy ... that. LOGO can serve as a stand-alone center in classrooms 
for learning programminng and thinking skills does not work. Teachers' training 
will be necessary for rogramming skills to develop very far, and problem-solving 
skills ma)' need to be taught directly rather than assumed to emerge spontaneouly 
from learning LOGO (Pea, p.1, 1983). 

Hence, LOGO is effective as the medium to teach programmmg only with 

appropriate teacher guidance. 

[2] Does LOGO indelc'd foster problem-solYing skills? 

One teacher bas commended LOGO for it teaches sequential, logia! thinking. A 

good deal of re.isoning: is inYolved in programming to create an image on screen. But 

wbetbn t bis sequential. logic-al thinking is transferrable to othn domains and 

improYes a pcr~on 's general problem solving abilities is hard to demonstrate. One 

teacher in fact has expres~ed bis doubt that. LOGO is good for teaching problem-

solving. 

Papert belieYed that the students' self-discovery of the logical steps to a 

solution by a process of intuitive trial and error would foster his general problem

solving abilities. But studies done at the Bank Street College of Education found 

that this is not trut>. 
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Maw by ct al. have concluded that it is unclear how students could practice the 

powerful problem-solving strategies embodied in LOGO saying, 

If children had a thorough understanding of LOGO , they might exploit LOGO's 
modular structure as a support in problem solving. Reciprocally, if children 
genrrally ernplo ed e ·pli it high-level sl rategies such as problem decomposition, they 
mighl di cover in LOGO a powerful problem-solving environment...But the childr n 
we '-tudied had neit.ber deep knowledge of LOGO nor explicit problem-solving 
strategies. Since interesting screen effects can be generated from simple LOGO 
programs, free exploration of the computer does not tend to move children to 
explore the powerful prob) m solving ideas embodied in LOGO (Mawby et al., p.37, 
1984). 

Despite the fact that their studies were conducted in a computer-rich 

em·ironmC'nt of four students to a computer, Pea and Kurland have found no 

tram;frr of cognitive abilities learned in programmmg to planning. They have 

concluded t L:11 st uclE'nts can not learn planning and problem decomposition without 

guid:rnce; learning through self-discovery is simply inadequate. As Pea and Kurland 

haYe oLsenrd. 

Learning how to plan well is not intrin~ically guaranteed by the LOGO 
programming enYironmf'nt: it must be supported by te3cher:; who, tacitly or 
expli"itly. kn(l\1 h-.,w to rn~tn the development of p l. nning kills through a judicious 
u,,. <,I' f'X:-tmplr~. stud<•nt projects, and dirr•ct ins trur.tion ~ ... (In Papert's model), 
tr·:1ch<>r~ :ire told not to tearh. but are not told what to subs titute for teaching (Pea 
/..· hurl:rnd. p.·l-1. 1'18-l) 

They ban suggcstrd that it might be more fruitful to teach the heuristics of 

problern-soh·iug than to expert students to learn them in a LOGO-environment. . 

Heuce, teacher instruction is indispensable if LOGO is to be effective in teaching 

planning and problem-soh·ing skills. 

[3] Does LOGO foster a creative attitude to learningr 

Studies conducted at the Bank Street College have noted students' "mental 

engagement" wit.h turtle graphics. Many teachers also reported the highly positive 
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response students demonstrated to working with LOGO. One district consultant 

who traYelled to different schools to teach LOGO also commented that he noticed a 

big gap between Papert's goal for LOGO and what he was accomplishing at the 

travelling laboratory:"l don't know why I am doing it except everybody likes it and 

the kids go out smiling". Wbether an attitudinal effect has been produced is difficult 

to measure, but it is safe to assume from the smiles that LOGO promotes a positive 

attitude towards learning. 

[4] Does LOGO teach geometric and mathematical concepts! 

This objective is most clearly achieved. It is often the precise reason teachers 

use LOGO. While LOGO is used as an interactive word processor in some schools in 

the distrirt of !\orth \'anrouver, most teachers only adopt the turtle graphics aspect 

of LOGO. We wili ronfine our disrussion to turtle graphics. 

On thr entry level of learning, students are introduced to cause-and-effect., 

cursor rontrol. and spatial relationships. Identifying their own body-image with the 

turt.le, or anthropomorphizing. is a highly valued attribute of LOGO. Off-computer 

activities to introduce the LOGO commands of left, right, forward, and backward 

prove highly surcessful in introducing even kindergarten students to the computer 

microworld of LOGO. One teacher described to the researcher the excitement 

generated when a student was dressed up as a robot. With the floor drawn as a grid 

and a destination set at one square in the grid, the robot was instructed by the class 

on the steps to move to the destination usmg the four commands of forward, 

backward, left and right. If a number was not specified after the command, the 

robot might crash into the wall. In this way, students were taught the rudiments of 
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a procPdure and the need for parameters. 

After acquiring thesr concepts of spatial relationships with their own bodies, the 

same ideas were reinforced using a programmable truck and finally with instant 

LOGO on thP terminal. The teacher reported that even kindergarten students 

grasped the concepts with no difficulty. These concepts were then tested when 

students attempted t.o implement higher level concepts like symmetry or reflection 

through construe-tin~ different geometric figures. 

Teachrrs in gPneral recommended using LOGO for "exploratory mathematics". 

They nlued it for it was procrss-oriented and allowed students to utilize t-heir own 

intuit ion and a bi lit ies in devising a solution. However, it is doubtful that students 

could actually learn geometry through LOGO. One teacher commented that 

st ucknt s did not learn that a circle was 360 degrees through LOGO. Another 

pointrd out that these concepts had to be taught first, and then LOGO allowed 

students to explore them. 

Hence, although LOGO rs inadequate in teaching geometry per se, it can 

doubtlessly provide a ''geometry land" where students can implement and test 

simple mathematical concepts such as estimation, symmetry, reflection, perceptions 

of left and right, etc. 

After reviewing the different kinds of CAL software used in the classroom, we 

will next summarize some of the points discussed in these two chapters and suggest 

an approach whereby teachers can improve their instruction using the software. 
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Chapter 6 

Summary, Recommendations and Conclusions 

6.1 Summary 

A central theme that emerges from this study on CAL is that the teacher is the 

dedding factor in whether introduction of CAL into the classroom will be a success. 

The computer can help students to learn faster, maintain longer attention spans, and 

become more interested in learning, but the quality of what students learn ultimately 

rests with the teacher. 

Studies have been conducted to show that using the compter as tutor, i.e. CAI, 

is effective as a supplement to traditional teaching. This study further suggests that 

in the other two modes of tool and tutee, the computer functions to its best 

potential also as a supplement to traditional teaching . 

In word processing for example, students' writing improves only with the 

guidance of a good teacher. Similarly, data base management software and 

spreadsheet-s are no more than tools to help students acquire the concepts the 

programs illust.rate. 

Without teachers' assistance, students may acquire some experience with 

drawing geometric shapes using LOGO. But with guidance, they learn to associate 

the shapes with their underlying concepts . Studies have further documented the 

necessity of teacher guidance in learning programming and problem-solving skills 

with LOGO. 
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6.2 Recommendations 

The need to integrate computers into the curriculum has been widely recognized 

as one of the most important issues in educational technology (Flodin, 1984; Wilton, 

1984). Many teachers interviewed similarly noted this need. But integration does 

not mean simply incorporating computer use into the existing curriculum. The goal 

is quality educat.ion . If computer instruction embodies more desirable educational 

objecfrres, then the curriculum can be adjusted to better integrate this technology. 

At the present stage of development, however, research has mainly focused on 

how the technology c.an "fit into" the curriculum and not vice versa. The aim at 

present is to bett.er utilize the computer as a means to instruction. As Flodin has 

observed, the vital issue m educational technology at present is "the need to 

integrate computers int.o the classroom as means rather than as end" (Flodin, p.34, 

1984). One district consultant succinctly put it saying, "the computer should 

become as invisible as the pencil in the classroom". So how should teachers attempt 

to use the computer as they would a pencil! 

Just like we would use a pencil only if it is necessary and indeed superior to 

whatewr we used before pencils were available, the computer is employed only in 

those areas where it indeed proves superior to the traditional method of instruction. 

\\'hicb then, are those areas? 

This study has discussed CAL software within the framework of usmg the 

computer as tutor, tool, and tutee. In view of the two prerequisites to integrating 

computers into the classroom, namely, availability of machines and teachers' 

competence, priorities can be assigned to the three usages . Indeed. many t,eachers 
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have commented that inadequate machines introduce problems rather than enhance 

instruction. Hence, given sufficient machines and trained teachers, which are the 

areas in the curriculum where CAL can be used! 

Employing the computer as tool is one area which many studies have indicated 

to be cd ucat.ionally beneficial and cost-effective ( Ragsdale, 1982; Haw kins, 1982; 

Kurland, 1983; Canale et al., 1984; Wilton, 1984). Tool software, and especially word 

processing programs, are already being used in schools. 

\Vord processing can stretch across all subject areas and has been noticed to 

improve students' writing. It takes slightly more familarity with the software on the 

teachers' part than drill programs. But given the limited access students have on the 

machines in today's elementary schools, and the wide applicability of writing and 

word processing skills outside of schools, using the computer for writing is the most 

fruitful way of integrating the computer into the curriculum. 

In the more advanced districts, data management and spreadsheet software are 

also adopted. Integrating all three tool software so that the students have all three 

processes simultaneously at their command may be the next step. 

While Papert's goal of creating an environment of self-discovery learning is 

overly idealistic, and the precise benefits that may be derived from LOGO still open 

to research, there is little doubt that LOGO does pro-vide a creative and definitely 

positive educational experience for students. Teachers have to spend more time 

familiarizing themselves with LOGO than with word processing. Given the current 

availability of computers and competence levels of teachers, LOGO is accorded 

second priority to word processing. 

1. 
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Drills for mathematics and language arts and less frequently, simulations for the 

social sciences and sciences, are found to enhance instruction if used as a aupplement 

to traditional teaching. Arguments can be made that other less expensive 

supplements may serve the same purpose and judicious choice of software is 

important because good CAI programs are few. Since hardware is generally 

inadequate and teachers lack time to select the good programs, CAI is unlikely to 

play a significant. role in classroom instruction. 

Insufficient machines and lack of trained personnel are crucial obstacles to the 

expansion of computer inst.ruction in the schools. Both factors need to be addressed 

if CAL is to live to its full potential within the school system. 

6.3 Conclusions 

This study bas analyzed the use of CAL software in the elementary classroom 

ID four chosen districts. It has attempted to provide information on student arress 

to romputers m elementary srhools and evaluated different kinds of CAL soft,ware 

rurrently u~wcl. Final!.,·, it suggests an integratc>d approach to adopting CAL into the 

rurriulum. 

Further work neC'ds to be done to investigate student use of computers, design 

criteria of good edurational software in different curriculum areas, and the strategies 

of integrating software into instruction in each case. 
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Appendix 

Questionnaire 



I. Background on teacher 

1. How many years have you been teaching? 

- 3 7 - 9 13 - 15 

4 - 6 10 - 12 16 or more 

2. What was your major in college? 

arts science 

3. What subjects do you teach at school? 

social studies 

language arts 

4. Which grades do you teach? 

I - IV 

V - VII 

science 

math 

VIII - X 

XI - XII 

II. Educational Computer Use and Teacher 

learning assistance 

other: 

1. When ~as CAI first introduced in your school? 

1961 - 1965 1966 - 1970 1971 - 1975 

1976 - 1980 1981 - 1984 before 1961 

98 

2. What machines do you use now? How many are there in the 

school? 

machines: Commodore 64; how many? __ 

Apple II 



Apple compatible __ 

PET 

other, please specify: 

99 

3. What software packages do you use? In which grades are they 

used? 

grades: grades: 

LOGO 

Bankstreet Writer 

Milicon Math Series 

Milicon Reading Series 

Milicon Language Arts Series 

Kid Writer 

Mastertype 

Fay that math woman 

Math Worksheet 

Math Activities Courseware 

Houghpon Mifflin Series 

MECC Language Arts Disks 

Factory 

Rocky's Boots 

Stickybear number 

Stickybear ABC 

Speed Reader II 

PEMC W,E. 7 

PEMC W.E. 10 

Rhymes & Riddles 

Math Blaster 

Wizard of Words 

Koala Pad 

Mob Town 

MAC 4 

MAC 5 

MAC 6 

4. Are teachers trained in the use of CAI? Or do they learn on 

their own? 

trained self-trained both 

5. Do you develop any of your own software? 

_ yes no 
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6. Is the documentation of the software adequate? 

_ yes no don't know 

7. Are there any remote connections of computer systems to those 

elsewhere? 

_ yes no don't know 

8. How are the teachers' objectives defined in CAI? What are 

their relative priorities? 

priority: 

goals: individualized instruction, 

mastery of learning, 

improving teaching effectiveness, 

computer literacy, 

word processing, 

work on computer as a reward, 

just to occupy the students, 

9. What selection critieria are used for choosing the machines 

and software? 

please comment : 

10. In which subjects is CAI used? 

language arts general science 

math social studies 

special ed / learning assistance 

computer 

french 
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11. Do you think CAI is effective in teaching a foreign language 

? 

_ yes no don't know 

12. Is the CAI software used as stand-alone instructional 

material, or is it integrated into the lessons? 

stand-alone _ integrated 

13. How much emphasis is placed on the CAI portion of a course? 

much emphasis 50% emphasis 

20% emphasis no emphasis 

14. Which packages do the students like most? 

LOGO 

Bankstreet Writer 

Milicon Math Series 

Milicon Reading Series 

Milicon Language Arts Series 

Kid Writer 

Master type 

Fay that math woman 

Math Worksheet 

Math Activities Courseware 

Houghpon Mifflin Series 

MECC Language Arts Disk 

Rocky's Boots 

Factory 

Stickybear Numbers 

Stickybear ABC 

Speed Reader II 

PEMC W.E. 7 

PEMC W.E. 10 

Rhymes & Riddles 

Math Blasters 

Wizard of Words 

Honeybear 

Dynaword 

MAC 4 

MAC 5 

MAC 6 

Mob Town 
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15. Is there any inter-school or inter-school board 

communication on the selection of CAI software? 

yes no some 

16. Are audio-visual aids used 1n conjunction with CAI software? 

_ yes no sometimes 

17. How many hours per week does the teacher spend teaching with 

CAI? 

hours: less than half an hour 

half an hour to 1 

1 to 3 4 to 6 

10 to 12 13 to 15 

7 to 9 

more 

18. What is the total number of teaching hours? 

total hours: 

19. a. Do you find drill and practice to be effective in 

teaching students of low abilities? 

_ yes no don't know 

b. Do boys like drills better than girls? 

_ yes no 

c. Do you find it effective in 

applications? 

_ yes no 

don't know 

teaching mathematical 

don't know 

20. Simulation is to recreate a situation with a program. 

a. Is this used? 
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yes no 

b. Is it more effective in teaching concepts rather than 

facts? 

_ yes no don't know 

C • Are concepts taught this way better retained? 

_ yes no don't know 

d. Does learning through simulation reduce learning time? 

_ yes no don't know 

21. Is CAI effective in teaching mathematical problem-solving? 

yes no don't know 

And traditional methods effective in teaching computation and 

concepts? 

_ yes no don't know 

22. Is mixed mode CAI, tutorial with drills, used? 

yes no 

Is it effective in holding students' attention? 

_ yes no don't know 

Is it effective in helping students achieve higher scores? 

_ yes no don't know 

III. CAI~d Students 

1. How often is CAI used in each class? How is it introduced 

into the classroom? ( e.g. do you put examples on board first, 

then let the students work on their own, or what procedure of 

teaching do you use? ) 



once a week 

4 times /week 

twice a week 

5 times/week 

please describe procedure of teaching: 
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3 times/week 

more 

2. How many hours per week does the average student spend in 

front of the terminal ( including both in-class and out-of-class 

hours )? 

0 to 1 to 3 4 to 6 

7 to 9 10 to 12 13 to 15 

16 to 18 more 

3. Do the students co-operate in pairs, in groups, or do they 

work alone? 

in pairs in groups alone 

4. Do all students have equal access to the terminal and 

software, or are they chosen according to some criteria? 

equal access not equal access 

chosen, please specify how: 

5. If students are chosen, or choose, to work with CAI, how are 

they tested as compared to students not exposed to CAI? 

not tested/don't know 

tested, comment on how: 
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6. Any observations on which students are best suited to working 

with CAI? 

students of high abilities 

students of medium abilities 

students of low abilities 

others : 

impatient students 

patient students 

all students 

7. What is the availability of CAI . facilities to students in 

addition to class time? 

readily available 

not available 

available with permission 

8. Are student responses to CAI solicited? 

yes no 

And their opinions taken as basis for future selection of CAI 

software? 

yes no 

9. Do you think CAI is more effective in terms of helping the 

student to: 

a. retain learned material? 

_ yes no don't know 

b. maintain student interest - do students drop out or stay 

in the course with CAI? 

_dropout stay don't know 

C • improve efficiency - do students pick up materials faster 



with computer aid? 

yes no 
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don't know 

d. develop a more positive or negative attitude towards the 

computer? 

positive _ negative don't know 

e. is the level of achievement (score) higher with use of 

CAI? 

yes no don't know 

10. Is CAI best used for teaching facts or concepts? 

facts concepts 

11. Do you see assistance of the teachers as mandatory in any 

CAI usage? 

yes no don't know 

12. Is the impact of CAI greater at the beginning when the 

students find it a novelty? 

_ yes no don't know 

13. Does interest wear off when they become more familiar with 

it? 

_ yes no don't know 

14. Or is their interest in CAI relatively constant over time? 

_ yes no don't know 

15. What are some difficulties students have with CAI ? 
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Difficulties: 

16. Are modifications made to the software to deal with these 

difficulties? 

yes no 

if yes, please specify: 

17. How much freedom do students enjoy in their interaction with 

CAI? 

Freedom in 

pace of learning topics covered problem to 

solve 

none others, please specify: - . 

Freedom helps learning? 

_ yes no 

18. Do you think CAI is particularly helpful to students with 

learning disabilities? 

_ yes no don't know 

19. Do you think CAI is beneficial and helpful to emotionally 

maladjusted students? 

yes no don't know 
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20. Does the attention span of students increase or decrease 

with CAI? 

increase decrease don't know 

IV. Observations 

1. Any observations on how standard teaching methods compare to 

CAI? Please comment : 

2. Is CAI welcomed by teachers, students, parents, and school 

authorities? 

welcomed by teachers: yes no 

students: yes no 

parents: yes no 

school authorities: yes no 

3. Have control groups ever been set up to gauge the 

effectiveness of CAI? 

_ yes 

result: 

no 

4. Do boys show more interest in CAI than girls? 
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_ yes no don't know 

a. What about their levels of achievement? 

_ boys higher girls higher don't know 

b. Which group is more likely to show up to play with the 

terminals after class? 

_ boys _ girls both 

v. Future of CAI 

1, What machines are more desirable for implementation of CAI? 

a. 

b. 

c. 

minicomputer 

stand-alone computers 

audio-visual additions 

microcomputer 

computer in network 

don't know 

2. Is there any need for greater co-operation among different 

schools or school boards? 

yes no don't know 

3, Is greater government funding necessary? 

yes no don't know 

Are machines and software cheap enough for schools? 

yes no don't know 

4. Is the use of CAI initiated by school authorities or 

teachers? 

initiated by teachers initiated by school authorities 

Please comment on any change needed: 
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VI. Technical Aspects oLCg_software 

1, Which packages do you find most effective? 

2. In the effective packages, which aspects about them are 

significant? 

a. what is the range of response allowed to the user? 

1 answer possible 2 - 5 answers possible 

more than 5 answers possible 

b. do they have a pre-determined number of questions which 

are asked of the learner, and whether a correct or incorrect 

anwer is given, the user moves on to the next question? 

_ yes no 

c. what types of questions are used? 

T/F questions? multiple choice? _ matching 

short answers? essay questions 

d. what kind of feedback is used? 

positive? negative? neutral, e.g., state 

score 

3. What are the main types of presentation format used in the 

popular packages? 

drill? test? 

inquiry, i.e., information retrieval type questions? 

simulation of a situation? 

tutorial CAI where the program responds to the 

learner like a teacher? 

games? 

.. 
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4. Does special effects 1n presentation improve the 

effectiveness of CAI software? Special effects include flashing, 

inverse video screen to catch users' attention. 

yes 

5. Is graphics important? 

_ yes 

no don't know 

no don't know 

Name some packages which successfully use graphics to present 

material? 

Does enabling a student to draw on the .screen help him to learn? 

_ yes no don't know 

6. Are video or audio aids used also? 

_ yes no don't know 

7. Is a record kept on the student's progress and is it 

presented to the student? 

yes no 

8. Do children depend on HELP structures like dictionary, 

glossary of terms or depend on t~e teacher for clarifications? 

depend on: HELP or support structure in the program 

dictionary 

teacher 
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9. Is there room for commenting on the student's part to make 

the CAI programs appear more friendly? 

yes no 

10. Does the software support diagnosis of student errors and 

remediation? 

yes no 

11. Do HELP structures help or confuse the student? 

_ help confuse 

Does he usually know ~hether he is in HELP structure, how to get 

out, or how to continue? 

_ yes no don't know 

12. Is interaction of computer and non-computer instructional 

media most helpful for students? 

yes no 




